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THE
QUEENS Closet opened,
To those persons of Honour and Quality, that presented many of these admirable Receipts at the feet of the Queens Majesty, the Publisher resigns them with his prostrate service whilst he breathes, and is

W. M.

Generous Reader,

My particular Relation for many years to Her Majesty's service, might easily, should I write my Own History, rid thee of all scruples touching the truth of this Collection,
The Epistle.

on, there being few or none of these Receipts presented to her Majesty; which were not transcribed into her Book by my self, the Original papers being most of them preserved in my own hands, which I kept as so many Reliques, and should sooner have parted with my dearest bloud, then to have suffered them to be publick. But since my Soveraign Mistress her banishment, as also this continued change, being different of the alteration of these times, I could not deny the importunities of a person of Honour, to whom I was obliged, who got a transcript of one of the true copies from me, but by ill fortune, either lent or lost it; which I had never known from himself, but that to my no small amazement, I found no lesse then two other copies abroad: the sad consideration whereof enforced me to consult with my friends, who all of them advised me to dispatch my Original copy.
copy to the Press to prevent those false ones; for otherwise I should not have thought it less than Sacri-
ledge, had not the lock been first pickt, to have opened the Closet of my distressed Soveraigne Mistresse
without her Royall assent; but since that unfortunate miscarriage, I thought this publication to stand
upon no ordinary termes of honour, as it might continue my Soveraigne Ladies remembrance in the breasts
and loves of those persons of honour and quality, that presented most of these rare Receipts to her; And now
that my age will not suffer me, as I fell with the Court, to remain much longer in this troublesome world, I
thought it my duty, if I could not do her Majesty further service, at least to use my best endeavours to pre-
vent all differvices that might be done to her. I make no question, though I have thus faithfully vindi-
cated my self, that there are some per-
tions.
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Fons still left that will view this Volume with a kinde of indignation, that these copies should be made publick by a Servant, which were only intrusted to so sacred a custodiy; I acknowledge, if they finde any of the altered or corrupted by the falling of printing, I am exposed to their just angers, as som of their names are particularly affixed; but I hope my absence in the Countrey may in part plead for me against those familiar Errataes, which are incident to all Editions, more especially since my infirmage could not permit me with my constant endeavours to attend the Press, insomuch that I must ingenuously confess some Receipts are disorderd in their placing, others false Printed: which kinde of dealing I must impute to the more unfortunate customes of Printers, whose trivial excuses cannot free me from the highest misfortune that may befall me on this earth, should my Royall M—
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Mistrefs be displeased, from the Bar of whose resentments I can make no appeal, but as I hope she may smile at the happy recovery of those papers, which perhaps these troubles and her travels might utterly have deprived of, had not my diligent care preserved them for her Majesties review, as also for a more general good. Reader, I am sorrowfull that I have detained thee so long from thy more beneficial use of this Book; thank the times, not me, for otherwise these precious leaves had never been in common, I have no more to write, but that I am

Your truly loving friend,

W. M.
THE QUEENS CABINET OPENED:

OR,

The Pearl of Practice:
Accurate, Physical, and Chirurgical Receipts.

Doctor Warter's Preservative against the Plague.

Take Wood Sorrel, and pick it from the stalk, and pound it very well in a stone Mortar, then take to every pound of beaten Sorrel, a pound of Sugar finely beaten, and two ounces of Misthridate, beat them very well together, and put them in pots for your use, take every
every morning before and after the infection for some time together of the
Conserv, as much as a Walnut.

**Dr. Butlers Cordial water.**

Take Pimpernel, Carduus, Angelica, Scorodion, Scabious, Dragon, and these severally in a Rose still, and when you have a pint of the water of every of these sorts of herbs, then mingle these together very well, and dissolve in it half a pound of Venice Treacle, then all these together, and mingle the stronger water with the small, six spoonsfuls of this water, made blood warm, even to one sick of the Plague, driven the venom from the heart: It is excellent. So used, for the Small pox, or for any present Fever.

**Dr. Butlers Purging Ale.**

Take of Sarsaparilla two ounces, and Polypody of the Oak, and Senna, each four ounces, Caroway seed, & Alow, of each half an ounce. Liquor for two ounces, Maydenhair and Agrimony, of each one little handful; Senna twice half a bushel, beat all these grossly, and put them into a course Canvas bag, the
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and hang it into three gallons of strong Ale; when it is three days old drink it.

Dr. Giffords Amber Pills for a Consumption.

Take of Venice Turpentine one ounce washed, and six grains of the powder of white Amber, mix them together, and let them in a clean pot upon embers, and let it not stand too hot; to try whether it be enough, take a drop and let it cool; if after it is cold it be stiffe, and will not cleave to the finger, it is enough; then take of the powders of Pearl, white Amber, and Coral, of each a quantity, as a quarter of an ounce, of the inner bark of an Oak a quarter of an ounce, of Cinnamon and Nutmeggs of each as much, & three ounces of hard white Sugar, make all these into a powder, and steep them, and put the pills into them; before you take them you must be well purged, after which you must take three of the aforesaid pills wrapped up in the powder, what else you will, and in the morning take the yolk of a new laid Egg warmed a little, and put into it as much of the powder as will lye on a shilling,
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and sup it off; let this be used some time together, and there will be great benefit found by it.

To comfort the Heart and Spirits, and to suppress Melancholy.

Take of the juyces of Borage and Bugloe, of each one pint and a halfe, juyce of Pippins or Queen Apples one pint, juyce of Balm halfe a pint, clarifie them, then take Chochenel made into powder four drams, infuse it in the said juices being cold in an earthen pan for two dayes, skirring it often, then strain it, and with four pound of powder Sugar, (or two pound if you mean not to keep it long) boil it to a syrup, then take it off, and when it is almost cold, put to it Diamargaritum Frigidum one dram and a halfe, Diambra four scruples. Take thereof a spoonful or two for many mornings together, and when you awake in the night, if there be cause, you may also add to some part of it Saffron to make it more cordial; by putting some powder of Saffron in a linnen clout ryed up, and so milking it out into the syrup, let the substance there
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Take a pint of the best Honey, let it on the fire and scum it clean, then put to a bundle of Hysop bruised small before you tye it up, let it boil well, till the Honey taff of the Hysop, then strain out the Honey very hard, and put to it the powder of Angelica root the weight of six pence, powder of Eliscampane root the weight of six pence, Ginger and Pepper, of each the weight of two pence, Liquorish and Anisefeed of each the weight of eight pence, all beaten very small severally; put all these into the strained Hony, and let them boil a little space, stirring them well together all the time, then take them from the fire, and pour all into a clean gally pot, stirring it always till it be through cold, and keep it close covered for your use. When any are troubled with stuffing at the Stomack or shortness of breath, let them take of this Electuary with a bruised Liquorish stick, and they shall...
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shall sensibly find much good by it. This was Queen Elizabeth's Electuary for these infirmities.

Mr. Covets Medicine for the Palsy.

Take a pint of the strongest mustard set it in an Oven for two or three times till it be as thick as a hasty pudding; the Oven must not be too hot to burn it: then set it on a chafing dish of coals till it be dry enough to make into powder. Take half an ounce of Betony powder, and mix it with the said powder, and sweeten it with Sugarcandy to your taste. Take of this every morning for ten days. Approved.

A Receipt to help Digestion.

Take two quarts of small Alr., put to it red mints one handful, as much of red Sage, a little Cinnamon; let it boil softly til half be wasted; sweeten it with Sugar to your taste, and drink thereof a draught morning & evening.
A singular Cordial.

Take two ounces of dried red Gillyflowers, and put them into a pottle of Sack, put to it three ounces of fine sugar in powder, and half a scruple of Ambergreese in powder, put all these in a stone bottle, stop it close with a strong cork and shake it oft. After it hath stood ten days, pass it through a Jelly bagg, & give two or three spoonfuls of it for a great cordial. This way you may also make Lavender wine for the Palsie and other diseases.

Dr. Bassa an Italian. An approved Receipt to break the Stone in the Kidneys.

In the moneth of May disstil Cowdung, then take two live Hares, & strangle them in their bloud, then take the one of them, and put it into an earthen vessel or pot, and cover it wel with a mortar made of horse dung & hay, and bake it in an oven with household bread, and let it sit in an Oven two or three dayes baking a new with any thing, until the Hare be baked or dried to powder.
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der, then beat it well and keep it for your use. The other Hare you must flea, and take out the guts only, then distil all the rest and keep this water, then take at the new and full of the Moon, or any other time, three mornings together as much of this powder as will dye on six pence, with two spoonfuls of each water, and it will break any stone in the Kidneys.

Dr. Baffo. Remedy for a bloody Urine or to break a Stone in the bladder.

Take the distilled water of Saxifrage, Coriander, Parsley, and cod of broom when they be green, the berries of white Thorn, stillest when they be ripe, they must be stamped stones and all, and then distill'd; the green hulls of Walnuts when they be ripe distill'd, Ray, fins of the Sun distill'd, every one of these waters must be distill'd by itself; then take an equal quantity of each, as a pint of Aqua Spiritæ; put them all together, and still them in an ordinary still, or in B. after scum the water nine or ten dayes; and take of this water for ten or fifteen dayes, five or six spoonfuls
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fuls a time, in the morning fasting, and use to take it after a day or two once in a moneth.

Syrup of Turnips.

First bake the Turneps in a pot with household bread, then press out the Liquor between two platters, put a pint of this liquor to half a pint of Hysop water, and as much brown Sugar candy as will sweeten it, and boyl it to the consistence of a syrrop. It is very good for a Cold or Consumption.

Syrup of Citron peels.

Take the outermost fresh peels of Citrons cut in small pieces, and pour on them two quarts of water, then wring it through a cloth, put to the liquor one pound of powder sugar, boyl it to a syrrop, and when it is pounded put four grains of Musk to it, dissolved in damask Rose water. This syrrop cooleth not. It defendeth from the Plague.
A Cardinal Syrup to cleanse the blood, open obstructions, prevent a Consumption, &c.

Take Rosemary flowers, Betony, Clove-gilly flowers, Borage, Broom, Cowslip flowers, red Rose leaves, Melilot, Comfrey, Clarey, pimpinel flowers, of each two ounces, red Currants four pounds: infuse all these in six quarts of Claret Wine, put to it fourteen pounds of ripe Elder berries, make the Wine scalding hot, then put in the flowers, currants, and Elder berries, cover the pot and paste it very close, set it in a kettle of warm water to infuse forty eight hours, til the vertue of the ingredients be all drawn out, then press it out hard, and put to every pint of the liquor one pound and three quarters of powder sugar, boil andicum it till you find the syrump thick enough, when it is cold bottle it, and keep it for your use. Take two spoonfuls in a morning, and so much in the afternoon, fasting two hours after it.
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A Medicine for a Dropsie approved by the Lady Hobby, who was cured herself by it.

Take Caroways, Smallage, Time, Hytop, Water cress, Penniroyal, Nettle tops, Calamint, Elecampane roots, of each one little handful, Horse radish two pounds, boil them in six quarts of running water, until half be consumed, then strain it, boil it a new with a bottle of canary Sack, Liquorish twelve ounces, sweet Fennel seed one ounce bruised, and a quarter of an ounce of Cumin seed bruised, boil all these above half an hour, then strain it, and keep it for your use, nine spoonfuls in the morning fasting, and as much at three or four a clock in the afternoon, use it for some time together; This the Lady Hobby proved by her self.

Adrian Gilbert’s most sovereign Cordial water.

Take Spearmint, Broomint, Mother Tyme, the blossome tops of garden Tyme, red Penniroyal, Scabious, Calendine, Wood Sorrel, Wood betony,
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Angelica leaves and stalks, sweet William, Peony leaves, Egregory, Tormentil, sweet Marjoram, red sage, Rue, Roffolis, Angelica roots, Elecampany roots, sweet William roots, green Pennyroyal, Comfrey blossoms and leaves, Juniper berries, of each a pound, Balm, Carduus Benedictus, Dragon, Feaversfew, Wormwood, of each two pounds, steep all these in the Lees of strong pure venient claret Wine for nine days, every day twice turning them to mingle the well in the Lees, then distil them in a Limbeck with a red clear head with two pounds of shaved Harts horn, and Ivory twelve ounces; draw as long of it as you may in several potten glasses: the first is accounted the best and uncomounded, and the perfectest against the Plague, Spotted Feavers, Smal Pocks, ordinary Feavers, divers times experienced by my self, either to prevent, or in the time of these sicknesses. If you will compound it because the water hath an ill tast, then take the first gallon of the water, and mix it with a pottle of the best Malaga sack, and put into them three pounds of Rayns folic stoned, Fig one pound and a half, the flowers of clove Gilly-flow-
ers, Cowslips and Marygolds, blew Vi-

tlets, of each two pound, red Rosebuds
one pound, Ambergeese, Bezoar stone,
clarified Sugar, Aniseeds, Liquorish, and
what else you please.

These are Adrian Gilbert's Receipts,
having had experience of them most
constantly sure: The uncompounded
water is the more excellent: and if in
time of Infection one take two spoon-
fuls of it in good beer or white Wine, he
may safely walk from danger by the
leave of God. If any of the former dis-
ces attach any person, then he must
take four ounces of the first water, and
mix therewith either the syrups of Vi-
olets, clove Gillyflowers, or Angelica,
as the disease is; one spoonful of the sy-
rup is sufficient for four ounces of the
water, so take it in three times.

For a swoln face.

Take Oyl of Elder and Plantain wa-
ter, of each one ounce, beat them wel-
together until they be exactly incorpo-
rated, and therewith a point the tum-
ified place twice or thrice in a day, until
the swelling be chased away.
Cock water for a Consumption.

Take a running Cock, pull him alive, then kill him, cut him abroad by the back, take out the entrails & wipe him clean, then quarter him and break his bones, then put him into a Rose water still, with a bottle of Sack, Currants, and Railins stoned, & Figgis sliced of each one pound, Dates stoned & cut small half a pound, Rosemary flowers, Wilde Time, Spearmint, of each one handful, Organs or Wilde Marjoram, Baglois, Pimpinel, of each two handfuls, and a bottle of new Milk from a Red Cow. Distil these with a soft fire, put into the Receiver a quarter of a pound of brown sugarcandy beaten small, four grains of Ambergreese, forty grains of prepared Peal, & half a book of leaf Gold cut very small; you must mingle the strong water with the small, and let the Patient take two spoonfuls of it in the morning, and as much at going to bed.

A precious Cordial for a sick body.
Take three spoonfuls of Mint water and
and as much of Muscadine and Wormwood water, two or three spoonfuls of fine Sugar, and two or three drops of Cinnamon spirit, beat these well together with two or three spoonfuls of Clove gilly flowers spirit, and give the Patient now and then one spoonful thereof; especially when he goeth to bed.

Wormwood Cakes good for a cold Stomach, and to help Digestion.

Take pure seared Sugar two ounces, and wet it with the spirit of Wormwood, then take a little Gum tragacanth, & steep it all night in Rose water, then take some of this and the wet sugar, and beat them together in an Alabaster Mortar, till it come to a paste like dow, if you please put a little musk to it, then make it up in little cakes of the breadth of a groat or three pence, lay them upon plates, & dry them gently in an Oven, and keep them in a dry place for your use, and upon occasion hold one of them in your mouth to melt, and swallow the dissolved juice thereof for the infirmities aforesaid.
To make water of Life.

Take Balm leaves and stalks, Burnet leaves and flowers, Rosemary, red sage, Taragon, Tormentil leaves, Rosfolis, red Roses, Carnation, Hysop, Thyme, red strings that grow upon Savory, red Fennel leaves and roots, red Mints, of each one handful, bruise these herbs and put them in a great earthen pot & pour on them as much white VVine as will cover them, stop them close, and let them steep for eight or nine days, then put to it Cinnamon, Ginger, Angelica seeds, Cloves and Nutmegs of each one ounce, a little Saffron, Sugar one pound, Raylsins folis stoned one pound, Dates stoned and sliced half a pound, the loyns and legs of an old Coney, fleshy running Capon, the red flesh of the innews of a leg of Mutton, four young Chickens, twelve Larks, the yolks of twelve Eggs, a Loaf of whitebread cut in tops, and two or three ounces of Mi-thridate or Treacle, & as much Baffard or Mulcadine as will cover them all. Di-stilal with a moderate fire, and keep the first, and second waters by them-
selves, and when there comes no more by distilling, put more VVine into the Pot upon the same stufse, and distil it again, and you shall have another good water. This water must be kept in a double glass close stoppt very carefully: it is good against many infirmities, as the Dropisie, Palsey, Ague, Sweating, Spleen, VVorms, Yellow & black Jaundies; it strengtheneth the spirits, Brain, Heart, Liver, and stomack. Take two or three spoonfuls when need is by itself, or with Ale, Beer, or VVine mingled with sugar.

Dr. Atkinsons excellent perfume against the Plague.

Take Angelica roots and dry them a very little in an Oven, or by the fire and then bruise them very soft, and lay them in VVine Vinegar to steep being close covered three or four days, & then heat a brick hot, and lay the same theron every morning; this is excellent to ayr the house or any clothes, or to breath over in the morning fasting.
To make Saffron water.

Take seven quarts of white Wine, and infuse in it all night one ounce of Saffron dried, and in the morning distil it in a Limbeck, or glass body with a head, and put some white Sugar and a little finely beaten into the Receiver for it to drop on.

Mr. Stepkin's water for the Eyes.

Take four ounces of white Rose water, and two drams of Tutia in powder, shake them well together in a glass vial, and drop of it a little into the eyes evening and morning, it is very good for any hot Rheum.

A precious water to revive the Spirits.

Take four gallons of strong Ale, five ounces of Aniseeds, Liquorish scraped half a pound, sweet Mints, Angelica, Betony, Cowslip flowers, Sage & Rosemary flowers, sweet Marjoram, of each three handfuls, Petitory of the Wall one handful. After it is for two or three days,
dayes, disill it in a Limbeck, and in the
water insue one handful of the flowers
aforesaid, Cinnamon and Fennel seed
of each half an ounce, Juniper berries
bruised one dram, red Rosebuds, roast-
ed Apples & Dates sliced & stoned, of
each half a pound, disill it again, and
sweeten it with some Sugarcandy, and
take of Ambergrise, Pearl, red Coral.
Hearts horn powdered, and leaf Gold, of
each half a dram, put them into a fine
linnen bag, and hang it by a thread in
a glasse.

The Bishop of Worcester admirably
curing powder.

Take black tips of Crab's claws when
the sun enters into Cancer, which is ev-
ery year on the eleventh day of June,
pick and wash them clean, & beat them
into fine powder, which finely beare,
then take Musk and civet, of each three
grains, Ambergrise twelve grains, rub
them in the bottom of the Morter, and
then beat them and the powder of the
claws together; then with a pound of
this powder mix one ounce of the ma-
gistry of Pearl. Then take ten skins of
Ad-
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Adders or Snakes, or Slow worms, cut them in pieces, and put them into a Pippkin to a pint and a half of spring water, cover it close, and set it on a gentle fire to simmer only, not to boil, for ten or twelve hours, in which time it will be turned into a Jelly, & therewith make the said powder into bals. If such skins are not to be gotten, then take six ounces of shaved Harts horn, and boil it to a Jelly, and therewith make the said powder into bals; the horn must be of a red Deer kild in August when the moon is in Leo, for that is best. The Dose is seven or eight grains in beer or wine.

To make Spirit of Castoreum.

Take Calamints four ounces, Orange peels two ounces, Nep half a handful, Walnut blossoms half an ounce, Rosemary flowers and tops of Sage, of each one handful; Castoreum one ounce, white wine one quart; distil them in a Limbeck. This water is good for withstanding fits, weak stomachs, and rising of the Mother.
A water for the Stone.

Take a quart of clean pickt Strawberries, put them in a glass, pour on them a quart of Aqua vitae, let them stand and steep, and take two or three spoonfuls of it morning and evening with fine Sugar, or white Sugar-candy. It will keep all the year. Approved.

To make Dr. Stephens water.

Take a gallon of Claret Wine or Sack, Cinnamon, Ginger, Grains of Paradise, Gatlingall, Nutmegs, Aniseed and Fennel seed, of each three drams, Sage, Mint, red Roses, Pellitory of the Wal, Wild Marjoram, Rosemary, Wild Time, Cammomil, Lavender, of each one handful; bruise the said spices small, cut and bruise the hearbs, and put all into the Wine in a Limbeck, and after it hath stood twenty four hours, distil it gently, & keep it the first water by it selfe, and so the second.
For a Tetter.

Take water of red Tar and wash therewith. This is an approved remedy.

A special water for a Consumption.

Take a peck of garden shell snails, wash them in small beer, put them into a great iron drippin pan, and set them on the hot fire of charcoals, and keep them constantly stirring till they make no noise at all, then with a knife and cloth, pick them out, and wipe them clean, then bruise them in a stone Mortar, shells and all, then take a quart of Earth worms, rip them up with a knife and scower them with Salt, and wash them clean and beat them in the Mortar; then take a large clean brass pot to distil them in, put into it two handfuls of Angelica, on them lay two handfuls of Celandine, a quart of Rosemary flowers, of Betony and Agrimony, of each two handfuls, Bears foot, red Dock leaves, the bark of Barberies and Wood Sorrel, of each one handful, Rice half a handful, Funagreek and Turnerick, of each
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Take one pound of the juice of Pearmains, boil it with a soft fire till half be consumed, then put it in a glass, and there let it stand till it be settled, and put to it as much of the juice of the leaves and roots of Borage, Sugar half a pound, Syrup of Citrons three ounces, let them boil together to the consistence of a syrup.

Syrup of Pearmains good against Melancholy.

Each one ounce, Saffron dried & beaten into powder the weight of 6 pence, Harts horn and cloves beaten, of each three ounces, when all these are in the pot, put the Snails and Worms upon them, & then pour on them three gallons of strong Ale; then set on the Limbeck & paste it close with Rye dough, that no air come out or get in, and so let it stand one and twenty hours, and distil it with a moderate fire, & receive the several quarts in several glasses close stoppt. The Patient must take every morning fasting, and not sleep after it, two spoonfuls of the strongest water, and four spoonfuls of the weakest at one time, fasting two hours after it.

Tincture
Tincture of Ambergrise.

Put into half a pint of pure spirit of Wine in a strong glass, Ambergrisee one ounce, Musk two drams, stop the glass close with a cork & bladder, and let it in hot horse-dung twelve dayes; then pour off the Spirit gently, and put as much new Spirit on, & do as before, and pour it off clean: after all this the Ambergrisee will serve for ordinary usses. One drop of this tincture will perfume any thing; besides it is a great Cordial.

Dr. Price, and Mr. Fenton the Chirurge on their excellent Medicine for the Plague after Infection.

Take as soon as you find yourself sick as much Diascordium as the weight of a shilling, with ten grains of the powder called Specie de gemmis, well mingled together, and straight after this let the party drink a good draught of hot Poslet ale made with carduus Benedictus, Sorrel, Scabiosa, & Scordium, within eight hours after the first taking of it.
the party must take the Dialectrium and Poislet again as aforesaid, & in like sort the third time within eight hours after, but not above three times, nor the third time if the party mend, after the first or second taking. Doctor Price doth commend much thereof to be taken for the kind of cure for the plague after one is infected; and Mr. Frenon the excellent chirurgeon who hath much experience in the cure of the Plague, doth highly commend it as a thing in his own experience proved very good. The use of a root called Sedour is to be chewed in the mouth, till when one is in the company of such persons as are thought to be infected with the contagition: this root is to be bought at the Apothecaries.

_A drink for the Plague or pestilent Feaver, proved by the Countess of Arundel in the year 1603._

Take a pint of Malmsey and burn it, and put thereto a spoonful of grains, being bruised, and take four spoonfuls of the same in a porringer, and put therein a spoonful of Treacle, and give
A Syrup lasting many yeares good for Swounding and faintnes of heart, it com-
forteth the weak brain and sinews, it may be 
used as much as half a Nut once at 
your pleasure.

Take Borage, Buglofs, white Endive 
one little handful of Rosemary flowers, 
Time, Hysop, Winter Savory, of each 
one little handful, break these between 
your hands, and seeth them in three 
quarts of water to three pints, then 
strain it, and put to it a pint of good 
Malmsey, one ounce of whole cloves, 
powder of Cinnamon, half an ounce, 
powder of Ginger a quarter of an 
ounce, one Nutmeg in powder, Sugar 
half a pound or more, let them seethe 
upon a soft fire, wel stirred for burning 
to until it come to the thickness of 
Honey, then take it up & let it cool and 
put it in pots or glasses at your pleasure 
prescribed by Dr. Twine,

An approved Medicine for a Woman in 
Labour to make come and prove 
safe Deliverance.

Take powder of Cinnamon 1 dram, 
powder of Amber half a dram finely 
bea-
beaten, mingle it with eight spoonfuls of Claret wine, and so let her drink it.

To know how much Bazer stone must be taken when one is Heart sick.

Take Bazer stone the weight of three Barly cornes or five at a time, once in 6 or ten houes, & give it in a spoon with Cardews, Bean water, Borage or Bugloss, Ale or beer.

Doctor Stevens excellent water wherewith be cured many diseases following.

Take one gallon of Gascoign Wine, Ginger, Gallingal, Camomil, Nutmegs, Grains of Paradise, Cloves, Anniseeds, Caroway seeds, of each one dram, then take Sage, Mint, red Roses, Time, Pelitory, Rosemary, Pennyroyal, Montanum, Camomil, Babyn, Harts tongue, Lavender, Avance, of each a handful, bray the spices small, and let stand so twelve hours, stirring it divers times, then fill it in a Limbeck, and keep the first by it self for it is best; then wil there
The Pearl of Pratise. Choose there come a second water which is good, but not so good as the first, for it is fainter. The virtues of this water is to comfort the vital Spirit greatly, and preserve the youth of man or woman, & helps the inward diseases that come of cold, helpeth the shaking of the Pallie, and cureth contractions of sinews, it strengtheneth the Marrow in the bones, it helpeth the conception of Women that are barren, it killeth Worms in the body, and cureth the cold Gout, and Tooth ach, and it helpeth the Stone in the bladder, and the pain in the reins of the back, and will make one seem young a long time; one spoonful of this Aqua vitæ shall do more good to a man that is sick, than four spoonfuls of any other, and this Aqua vitæ shall be better if it stand in the Sun al summer long.

For the Falling Sickness.

Take half a peck of Peony roots, cleanse, rub, wash and stamp them, and as you stamp them put in Sherry Sack, let them be beaten very small, and then put to them a bottle of Sherry Sack,
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For all well together, and let it stand close covered twenty four hours, then pour of the clarest into bottles, & take thereof a little draught, every change of the Moon, for three mornings one morning after another.

A Pulse to break a Bile, or Imposthume.

Take Sorrel one handful, twelve figs, quartered, half a pint of Sorrel juice, boil and break these together till it be very tender, and put to it some Wheat flour, and when it is well boiled, put to it a good piece of butter, and lay it warm to the place twice a day till it be drawn enough.

A Remedy for Worms in Children.

Take one spoonful of juice of Lemons, powdered Saffron half a scruple, and a little Sugar, and give this same quantity to the patient three mornings together.

For Worms. Dr. Wetherborn.

Take Rhubarb one dram, Wormwood
wood half a dram, Coralline one scruple, Currants one good handful, beat them all to a Conserve, & mix it with syrup of Violets to an Electuary, and give the child the quantity of a Walnut thereof every morning fasting.

An Oyntment to heal any bruise or wound,

Take Sage, Self heal, Smallage, Southernwood, Plantain, Tyme, Ribwort, Rue, Parsley, Marygold leaves, Mercury, Wormwood, betony, Scabious, Valerian, Cumfrey, Lions tongue. Buckhorn of each one handful, wash them clean, and put them into a sieve to drain all night, and when they are dry chop them very small, and put to them two pounds of unwashed butter well beaten, then boil it till half be consumed, then strain into the pot you mean to keep it in. It is also good for swollen breasts. May is the best time to make it in.
For a bruise in a Woman's breast that is hard swollen.

Take Wood lice and dry them between papers before the fire, and make them into fine powder, whereof take as much as will lie in a three pence, in a spoonful of Gout Ale: do this first and last for three weeks together, and after you may take twice a week, till you find the breast well. But you must be sure to keep a white Cotton dried in Goose grease to it constantly, though you leave taking the said powder, until you find the breast cured. This hath cured breasts that should have been cut off.

A Medicine for a Child that cannot hold his or her Water.

Take the Navil string of a child which is ready to fall from him, dry it & beat it to powder, and give it to the Patient child Male or Female, in two spoonfuls of small beer to drink fasting in the morning.
Shred two handfuls of Rosemary flowers and boil them in a quarter of a pint of Aqua vitae a little together. At night when you go to bed, and in the morning you must have two little pieces of white Cotton, and take some of this liquor, & set it on the embers in a dish, and put in one of the pieces of cotton, and when it is hot wring out the Liquor, and lay it to the grief. Do thus three times evening & morning, keeping the last piece of Cotton to the grief all night and so al day.

An Electuary for the Liver.

Take Chicory roots, wash and rub them very dry in a cloth, then slit them and take out their pith, and cut them in small pieces, of these roots thus ordered take eight ounces, and beat them small in a Mortar, and put to them two ounces of Currants well washed and dry rubbed in a cloth, and beat them well together, put one ounce of the best grated Rhubarb, and half a pound
A pound of double refined sugar, beaten to powder, and beat all well together in the Mortar to the confusion of a well formed Electuary, & keep in a galley pot for your use close covered. Take as much thereof as a Walnut in the morning fasting, and as much at four in the afternoon.

A Purging Ale for the Liver.

Take Scurvy grass six handfuls, Brooklime, Water-Cress, of each three handfuls, Agrimony, Speedwell, Liverwort of each two handfuls, Fennel and Parsley roots of each three ounces, horse radish two ounces, Monks Rhubarb one pound, all well picked, washed, & bruised, then put to them Sena five ounces. Polypody of the Oak four ounces, Nutmegs bruised two ounces, Fennel seed bruised one ounce, Liquorith slit and bruised two ounces, Saffrares cut small three ounces: put all these in a bag or boulter, and hang it in five or six gallons of second Ale, and after five days infusion drink thereof half a pint every morning fasting, and walk upon it.
A Medicine for the Stone.

Take the Pulpe of Cassia Fistula new, by drawn one ounce & a half, Rhubarb in powder one dram & a half, Venice Turpentine seven drams, Liquorish half a dram, Species of Diatragacanthum frigidum one scruple, mix them well together with a sufficient quantity of Marsh Mallows, and take thereof in the morning fasting the quantity of a Walnut, and drink after it a good draught of posset drink; use it three mornings at every new Moon.

For the whites and beats in the back.

Take three or four Nutmegs, and put them into the middle of a brown loaf, set it in an Oven, and when it is baked take out the Nutmegs, and every morning for 9 days one after another, beat the white of a new laid Egg to water, then put to it of Plantain and red Role water of each four spoonfuls, & grate into it some of the said Nutmegs, and sweeten it with a little sugar, & drink it off.

Syrup
Syrup of Ale for the same disease.

Take a gallon of new Alewort of the first running, and hang it over the clear fire in an iron pot, and scum it til no more will rise, and when it is boyled to a pint take it off, and put it into an earthen pot with a cover, and take a little thereof on a penknife point every morning and evening.

An excellent artificial Balsam.

Take Conduit water and Oyl Olive of each one quart, Turpentine four ounces, liquid Storax six ounces, put them in a basin, and let them stand together all night, the next day melt half a pound of bees wax on the fire, and put to it Rosemary, bays, and sweet Marjoram of each one handful shred small, and also Dragons blood, and Mummy of each one ounce made small, and let them boil in the Wax a while: then put into the basin Oyl of Saint Johnswort and Rosewater of each two ounces, and boil it together a little more, then put in some natural bal-
sam and red Sanders pulverized, and let it boil a little, then strain it into a basin, & when it is cold make a hole in it with a knife to let out the water, & to dissolve it on the fire, and put it up for your use.

The virtues & operations of this balsam,

1. It is good to cure any wound, inward: if inward squirt it in, or apply it with a tent: if outward, anoint the place.

2. It healeth any burning or scalding, bruise or cut being there with anointed, and a linen cloth or lint dipped there in laid to the place warm.

3. It takes away any pain or grief, that comes of cold and moisture in the bones or sinews, anointing the place grieved with this Oyl heated, and a warm cloth laid on it.

4. It cureth the headach, only anointing the Temples and Nostrils there with.

5. It is good for the Wind Cholick or flitch in the sides, applied thereunto warm with hot clothes four mornings together, every morning a quarter of an ounce.

And many other cures it doth, &c.
To make the green Oyntment.

Take Rue and Sage, of each one pound, Bay leaves & Wormwood, of each half a pound, Melilot, the Herb and flowers of Camomil, Spike, Rosemary, red rose leaves, Saint Johns wort, and Dill, of each a handful, chop them first very small, then stamp them, & put thereto the like weight of Sheeps suet, chopped very small, and stamp them all in a stone Mortar to one substance, that all be green and no Suet appear. Then put it into a large earthen pan, & pour on it five pints of pure and sweet Oyl Olive, and work them together with your hands to one substance, then cover the pan with past close that no ayr enter, and let it stand seven dayes, then open it and put it in a fresh pan, and let it, on a soft fire alwayes stirring it till the hearbs begin to grow parch'd, then strain it into a fresh pan, to which put the Oyls of Roses, Cammomil, white Lillies, Spike and Violets, of each one ounce, stir them wel together, and keep it in a glass close stoppt for you use.
An Electuary for the Passion of the Heart.

Take Damask Roses half blown, cut off their whites and stamp them very fine, and strain out the Juice very strong, moisten it in the stamping with a little Damask Rose water, then put thereto fine powder Sugar, and boil it gently to a thin syrup: then take the powders of Amber, Pearl & Rubies, of each half a dram, Ambergrease one scruple, and mingle them with the said Syrup till it be somewhat thick, and take a little thereof on a knives point morning and evening.

A drink for a hot Fever.

Take Spring water and red Rose water, of each one pint & a half, the juice of three Limons, and white Sugar can dy one ounce, and mix them together and give the patient thereof 6 or 8 spoonfuls at a time often in a day and night until the unnatural heat be extinguished.
For the Cholick:

Take equal portions of Honey and Wine, put them on a fire, and put there-to ground Wheat-meal, and a pretty quantity of bruised Cummin seeds, and as much Sorrel, boil all together for a pretty while, then put them into a linen bag, and apply it to the belly as a plaister. Or take a pretty bundle of Tyme, and boil it with a little slice of Ginger in a pint of Malmsey, till the third part be wasted, and drink thereof as warm as you can.

For Stopping of the Urine.

Take the shells of quick Snails, wash them and dry them clean, and beat them into fine powder, whereof take a pretty quantity in white Wine or thin broth.

For the Stone in the Kidneys.

Take a pot of new Al, and as much Rhenish Wine, and put into it two whole Limons sliced with the peels.
The Pearl of Paradise. Chose and al, and put to them one Nutmeg beaten, and two handfuls of Scurvy-grasse beaten and strained into the Ale, and half a penniworth of grains of Paradise bruised; put altogether in a little stand with a cover, and after three days drink of it with a taste. It is also good against the wind Cholick proceeding from the stone.

To make hair grow thick.

Take three spoonfuls of Honey, and a good handful of Vine sprigs that twist like Wire, and beat them well, and strain their juice into the Honey, and anoint the bald places therewith.

For the Rhume or Cough in the Stomach.

Take a pint of Malmsey or Muscadine and boil it in five ounces of Sugar-candy till it come to a syrup, and in the latter end of the boiling put to it five spoonfuls of Horehound distilled water, & so suck it from a Liquorish stick bruised at the end. Use this only to bed-ward.
For the Sciatica.

Take a pound of yellow Wax six spoonfuls of the juice of Marjoram and red Sage, two spoonfuls of the juice of Onions, of Aniseed, Cloves, Frankincense, Mace and Nutmegs, of each one pennyworth, and as much Turpentine: boil these together to the consistence of a salve, and so apply it.

For the Piles.

Roast quick Snails in their shells, pick out their meat with a pin, and beat them in a Mortar with some powder of Pepper to a salve; then take the dried roots of Pilewort in powder, and strew it thin on the plaster, and apply it as hot you can suffer it.

To procure Sleep.

Chop Camomile and crumbs of brown bread small, and boil them with white Whine Vinegar; stir it well and spread it on a cloth, and bind it to the soles of the feet as hot as you can suffer.
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for it. You may add to it dried red Rose leaves, or red Rose cakes with some red Rose water, and let it heat till it be thick, and binde some of it to the Temples, and some to the soles of the feet.

A good Purge.

Take Diacatholicon and Syrup of Roses Laxative of each one ounce, mix them well together in a penny pot of white Wine, and drink it warmly early in the morning. This purgeth Choler, phlegm, and all manner of watry humors.

For a Fellon in a joint.

Dry Bay Salt and beat it into powder, and mix it with the yolk of an Egge, and apply it to the grieved place in the beginning before the Fellon be broken: but if it be first broken, then take the juyce of Groundsel, the yolk of an Egge, a little Honey and Rye-flower, mix them well together, and so apply it.
To heal a fresh wound with speed.

Take the leaves of Columbine Nettles, Plantain, Ribwort, wild Tarras, worm-wood, red Roses, Betony, Violets, of each one handful, wash them clean, and beat them well with the yoke of an Egg, and strain out the juice through a cloth, to which juice put the quantity of two Walnuts of Honey, and half an ounce of Frankincense, stir them well together, and put it in a box, and use it plaster-wise. Or take Rosin, Wax, fresh Butter, Burrows grease well tryed, of each a little quantity, oil them well, and put it into a basin of cold water, and work it with your hands into little rolls, spread it on a cloth, and apply it. If the wound be deep, tent it with lint.

For the prickings of a Needle or Thorn.

Take boulted Wheat flour, and temper it with red Wine, boil them together to the thickness of a Salve, and lay it on so hot as you can suffer it. This will open the hole, draw out
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For to kill a Corn.

Take of the bigth of a walnut of Ale yeast that is hard, add stalks to the tub side put to it a little dryed salt finely powdered work them well together, and put it in a close box make a plaster of some of it and binde it to the Corn.

For Bruises, Swellings, broken Bones.

Take Brooke lime, Chickweed Mallow, Smallage, Groundsel, of each one handful, stamp them with a little Sheeps tallow, Swines grease and Copin, put thereto wine dregs and a little wheat Bran; stir them well together over the fire till they be hot, so apply it to the place grieved.

For Burns or Scalding.

Take Goose dung and the middle Bark of an Elder tree, fry them in May butter, strain them, and therewith anoint the burnt or scalded place.
To help Deafness.

Take piece of Rye dough the bignesse of an Egg, and of that fashion, bake it dry in an Oven, cut off the end, and with a Knife cut out the paste and make it hollow, then put into it a little Aqua Composita, and stir it, and so hot as you can endure it, apply it to the deaf ear till it be cold, you must keep your head very warm. If both ears be grieved, make two of them, and use those three times.

For the Cholick.

Take half a sheet of white paper, anoint it all over with Oyl Olive, and shew thereon grosse Pepper, and so lay it to the belly from the Navil downward.

For the yellow Jaundie.

Take Pimpinet, Groundsel, Shee-broom with the tops, of each one handful, boyl them in a quart of Ale till half be consumed, then divide it into three draughts, and take it morning and evening.  
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For the Bloody Flux.

Take Bean flower, mingle it with Malmsey, and make a paste thereof, and bake it in an Oven like a Cake but not too hard, and lay it upon the Navel of the Belly as hot as can be suffered, and wet it over with Malmsey and keep it warme. It will help in three days.

A drink to drive the plague from the head.

Take a great Onion, cut off the top of it, and take out so much of the Core as the bight of a Walnut, which hole fill up with Treacle, put on the top again, and wrap the Onion in a piece of brown or gray paper, roast it thoroughly, and peel it, and trim it finely, & put it in a clean Linen cloth, and straine it hard into 3 Porringer, and drink the juyce so strained out: for it hath been found most excellent by oft: n proof not only for the expulsion of the Plague, but also for the eradicating of all poyson and venom.
The onely Receipt against the plague.

Take three pints of Muscadine and boyl therein a handful of Sage, and a handful of Rew until a pint be wasted. Then strain it and set it on the fire again. Then put thereto a pennyworth of Long Pepper halfe an ounce of Nutmeg, all beaten together. Then let it boyl a little and put thereto three pennyworth of Treacle and a quarter of the best Anglica water you can get: keep this as your life above all worldly Treasure. Take of it always warm both morning and evening a spoonfull or two if you be already infected, and sweat thereupon it not a spoonfull in the morning, and half a spoonful at evening in all the Plague time under God trust to this, for there was neither Man, woman, nor Child that was deceived.

This is not onely for the Common Plague which is called the Sicknes, but for the Small Pocks, Measles and Surteits, and divers other diseases.
A good Almond Milk for the bloody Flux.

Take Mutton and boil it in fair water, and skim it very clean, then put to it a handful of Borage leaves, as much Prunes, some Cinnamon and whole Mace, the upper crust of a Manchet; boil all these well till their strength be gone into the broth, then strain it through a Cullender, then take Jordan Almonds and parch them as you do Pease, & let them boil two or three walms, then strain them through a cloth, and season it well with Sugar and a little Salt, and let the patient drink thereof at all times of the day. It is very Medicinal.

To take Fish by Angling.

Take Assa fætida, Camphire, Aquavitæ and Oyl Olive, bray them together til they come to a soft Oyntment, then box it, and anoint your baits therewith.

For an Ach, or Swelling.

Take Oatmeal, Sheeps suet, and black
black Soap, of each four ounces, boil them in water till they be thick, make a plaister of it, and apply it to the grieved place hot.

For a Childs Navel that comes out with much crying.

Take Wax as it comes from the Beehive, let it not be altered, but only strained from the Honey, then melt some of it in a Sawcer, and dip some black Sheeps wool in it, and bind it to the Navel.

For Womans sore Paps or Breasts.

Take Bean-flowers two handfuls, Wheaten bran, and powder of Fennel-greek, of each one handful, one pound of white Wine Vinegar, three spoonfuls of Honey, three yolks of Eggs, boil all till they be very thick, and lay it warm to the Breast. This will both break and heal it. Crush out the matter when you change the plaister. Or take Oyl of Roses, Bean-flower, and the yolk of an Egge with a little Vinegar, set it on the fire till it be luke-warm.
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For an Ague in Women's Breasts.

Take the leaves of Hemlock, fry them in sweet Butter, & as hot as may be suffered apply it to the breasts, and lay a warm white cotton on it, and in short time it will drive the Ague out of them.

To draw Rhume from the Eyes back into the Neck.

Take twenty Catharides, cut off their heads and wings, and beat their bodies into small powder, which put in a little Linnen bagg, and steep it all night in Aqua vitae or Vinegar, and lay it to the Nape of the Neck, and it will draw some blisters, which clip off, and apply to them an Ivie or Cabbage leaf, and it will draw the Rhume from the Eyes. Or roast an Egg hard, cut it in half and take out the yolk, & fil either side with beaten Cummin seed, and apply it hot to the nape of the Neck.
For a Canker in the Mouth.

Take a pinte of strong Vinegar. Roach Allum the bigth of a Walnut, as much English Honey as will sweeten it and boil it in a skillet, put it up in a close stop glass, warm a little of it in a Sawcer, and therewith wash the mouth often, and lay some lint wet in the same warm liquor upon the places.

To make a sweet breath.

Take the dried flowers and tops of Rosemary, Sugarcandy, Cloves, Mace and Cinnamon, of each a like quantity dried and beaten into fine powder, then take a new laid Egge, and put of the powder into the Egge, and sup it off fasting in a morning, do so seven days one after another, and it will sweeten the breath.

For an old sore Legg.

Take the whitest hard soap you can get, scrape a quantity thereof into a Sawcer, put to it some Deer suet, and boil,
boyl them on the fire, then spread it on a clean Linnen cloth, and lay it to the fore morning and evening, and in a short time it will heal.

For a Stitch in the side.

Take a peice of white leavened bread, and toast it on both sides, then spread one side thereof with the best Treacle you can get, and cover it with a fine Linnen cloth, and so lay to the grieved place.

A most excellent Salve for a Wound.

Take a good quantity of the tops of Mayden or unset Hyfop, shred them small, and beat them very small in a Mortar; then take Oyl Olive and clarified Honey of each one spoonful, put thereunto half a handful of Wheat flour, compound them together cold, and make it up into a fine Salve, which use to the purpose aforesaid:

A Pultes to ripen any Boyl. or Imposthume.

Take a Lilly root and roast it in the
Embers in a brown paper, then take figs and pound them small, and Fenu-greek, and Linseed of each a like quantity: when the Lilly root is roasted, pound it very well, then boil all there-in new milk from the Cow, til it be so thick that a spoon may stand upright in it, and stir it always in the boiling and put to it some Barrows grease and apply it to the place grieved.

To increase women's Milk:

Take Fennel seeds bruised and boil them well in Barly water, whereof let wet Nurses and Suckling women drink very often, in winter warm, in Summer cold, and let them beware of drinking much strong Beer, Ale or wine: for they are hot, and great dryers up of Milk; and so are all Spices, and too much Salt or salt meat.

To keep iron from rusting:

Take Lead filed very small and put so much Oyl Olive upon it as will cover it in a pot, then make your iron very clean first and anoint the iron with the said
To make golden colour without Gold

Take the juice of Saffron flowers when they are fresh on the ground, but if you cannot get them, then take Saffron dryed and powdered, and put to it yellow and glittering Auripigment, that is scallie, and with the gall of a Hare, or Pike fish, which is better, mix them together, then put them in a glass Vial close stopped, which set in a warm dunghill for certain days, then take it out and keep it for your use.

To make golden Letters without Gold.

Take Auripigment one ounce, fine Crystal one ounce, beat them to powder severally, then mixe them, and then temper them with the whites of Eggs, and so write with it.

To make Silver Letters without Silver.

Take Tin one ounce, Quick-silver two ounces, melt them together, then beat
beat them well with Gum water, and so write with it.

To make the Face fair.

Take fresh bean blossoms, and distil them in a Limbeck, and with the water wash your Face.

A Wound Drink.

Take Southernwood, Wormwood, Bugle, Mugwort, White hawthorn, Saincle, Plantane, Dandelion, Cinquefoil, Ribwort, Wood Betony, Clary roots, Avens called Herb Bennet, Hawthorn buds, Agrimony, Oak leaves and buds, Bramble buds, wild Angelica, Mints, Scabious, Strawberry leaves, Violet leaves, Comfrey, of each twenty handfuls, gather them in May, & dry them in a room without much fire, turn them often that they may not become musty, and when they are dry put them up in Canvas baggs severally. Then take of these several hearbs so dryed, of each three handfuls, and put them into two quarts of running water, and one quart of white Wine, boil them to three pints, strain the liquor from the hearbs and
and put thereto one pint of Honey, which boil again, taking away the froth, then strain it, and keep it in glass bottles close stopped, and take thereof in the morning fasting, and at night last, two or three spoonfuls at one time. This water will not continue good above three or four weeks at the most. It cureth old sores, green wounds, Imposthumes, Fistulas, and stancheth bleeding. Tent no wound, but search and cleanse it in a tent, and cover the place with a clean cloth. During the cure, the Patient must keep a spare Diet, and abstain from Wine and strong drink.

For Worms in Children.

Take three pound of Prunes, Senna one ounce and a half, Sweet Fennel seed one ounce and a half, Rhubarb half an ounce, tie all these in a bag with a stone to it, and put them into great quantity of water, then put the Prunes on the top, and let it stew six or seven hours, till the liquor be even with the Prunes, so drink of the liquor two or three spoonfuls, and eat of the Prunes in the morning fasting, and at four a clock in the afternoon.
A Green Salve.

Take one pound of Butter, Bees wax five ounces, Rosin one pound and a half, Frankincense four ounces, Oyl of Bays two ounces, Deer Suet one ounce and a half, Verdigrees one ounce and a half, boil the butter a little, then boil the Wax in it, and stir it now and then, take it off the fire, put in the Oyl of Bays, let it on the fire again, then put in the Deer suet, and let it boil one while, for if it have more it will turn black, and when it is off the fire, put in the Verdigrees powdered, then strain it into pots, and keep it for your use.

A Receipt for the Kings Evil, Fistula, sore Breasts, Legs, or other Sores.

Take Samnil, Agrimony, Avens, wild Bugle, red Dandelion, Wood Betsyony, Ribwort, wilde Clary roots and leaves, Mugwort, Plantain, Wormwood and Bugle beaten and bruised, of each two handfuls, boil them in six quarts of white Wine until their virtue be extracted very softly, then with your
your hand squeeze all the juyee out of them into the Wine, then straine the liquor out, and set it on the fire, and clarifie it with so much Honey as will make it dainie pleasant, and not sharp; then let it boil a little more, and when it is cold, put it in bottles close stopped, and it will last a year, whereof give the Patient six spoonfuls at a time in the morning fasting, & at 4 a clock in the afternoon.

To ease Women's Childbed throws that are taken with cold a week or two after their Delivery.

Take one or two spoonfuls of Oyl of Sweet Almonds newly drawn, either in posset drink, or in a Caudle warm morning and evening. It will help.

For Women's swounding fits after delivery of Child.

Take the powder of white amber as much as will lye on a three pence, and give it in Mace Ale warm.
An approved Medicine to speed a Woman's Delivery in difficult Travel, and to send out the after-burden safely.

Take Cinnamon two drams and a half, one dram and a half of white Amber, Myrrhe two scruples, Castoreum one scruple, Borax half a scruple, Saffron five grains, powder and mix them, whereby give one dram at a time in white Wine and Sugar, and sweat after it. This hath been often tried with much good success.

An approved Medicine for the Megrum.

Take one spoonful and a half of the white of an Egg beaten very clear, white Wine Vinegar one spoonful, of Pepper and Frankincense, of each two drams powdered, and one spoonful of Hony, mix them with so much Wheat flour as will make into a past, whereby make two plaisters, and lay them to the Temples of the Head, & change it duly every morning and evening.
For to ease Head pain.

Take red Rose leaves dryed, mix them with Wheat flowers, Vinegar, Oyl of Roses and some Housleek, boyl them till they be thick, spread it on a Linnen cloth, and lay it to the Forehead and Temples, and it will ease the pain.

To cure a Shock Dogg that hath the Mangie.

Take four ounces of Tar, mix it with some fresh Grease, so as it may run then put to it some Brimstone powder, half a spoonful of gunpowder, powdered, and two spoonfuls of Honey, mix them well, and therewith anoint the Dog, in the summer time tie him in the hot sun that the Oyntment may soak into him, in the winter time lay him on thick fresh Hay, and there keep him that the heat of his body may heat and melt it. Thrice dressing will cure him.
To preserve a Woman with Childe from miscarrying, and abortion.

Take a Fillet of Beef half roasted hot from the fire, then take half a pinte of Muscadine, Sugar, Cinnamon, Ginger, Cloves, Mace, Graines of Paradise and Nutmegs, of each half a dram, & make thereof a Sawce, then divide the Beef into two pieces, and wet them in the Sawce, and binde the one piece to the bottom of the womans belly, and the other to the reines of the back, as hot as may be suffered, and keep them on twenty four hours at the least, and longer if need be thereof.

For any pain in the Stomach.

Cut a piece of new Scarlet in the shape of a heart, put it in a pewter dish, and wet it with strongest Cinnamon, or Wormwood water, then set it on a Casing dish of coals, and cover it close, and when it is dry wet it again, which do so often, until the scent of the Hot water be strong in it, and lay it very hot to the Stomach.
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For the wind in the Veins.

Take powder of Liquorish, Caraway seed and Sugar-candy beaten small, of each an equal quantity to your taste, to which put Rhubarb in powder, a third part or more, with as much Cream of Tartar pulverized; put it in a box, and keep it in your pocket, and eat as much of it as will lie on a sixpence, twice or thrice in a day for a week together. This will gently purge you, cool the blood, and expel the wind out of the Veins. This hath holpen those that have not been able to go.

An excellent Searecloth for a Bruise, Straine, or Wound.

Take one pinte of Oyl Olive, red lead eight ounces, Virgins Wax four ounces, Oyntment of Popnleon four ounces, the Oyls of Roses and Camomil, of each one ounce, set the Oyl on the fire, then melt the Wax in it, then put in the Populeon and Oyls, and when
when all are molten put in the red lead, stir them well together, and let it boil till it be black, then dip in your clothes, and apply them to the places ill-affect ed.

Mr. Lumleys Pippen drink for a Consumption.

Take the thick paring of six Pippins boil them in three pints of Spring water to a quart, then sweeten it with Sugarcandy, whereof drink the quantity of a Wine glass when you goe to bed. In a Fever it is very good with a little syrup of Limons.

An approved Medicine for the Spleen.

Drink for three mornings together pure Whey as it comes naturally from the Curd: the first morning two pints, the second morning three pints, the third morning four pints. The best exercise after it is gentle riding.

A rare Balsom.

Take Venice Turpentine one pound, wash
wash it four times with fair water, and as many times in Damask Rose water, till it be white as snow, then take an earthen pot of a Gallon, make a hole in the bottom of it, which stop with a cork and a rag, and tie a string about the cork, into which pot put five pints of pure Oyl Olive, and three pints of Spring water, boil this halfe a quarter of an hour, then melt eight ounces of yellow Waxe in a Skillet, which put to the Turpentine in the pot, take it off the fire and stir them together with a spoon, till they be well mingled, then pluck the kork out of the earthen pot, and let out all the Water in a platter, and the Oyl and the Turpentine into the Waxe in a large basin, and let them over the fire stirring them well, then pour all out into a large earthen pan, and when it is through cold, melt it againe one the fire, so that it will slip out, then pour out the water in the bottom, and melt it again on the fire, stirring all well together, and so put it up into gally pots for your use, and you have a most excellent Balm made by decoction, whose effects follow.
The virtues of it.

1. It is good for any inward wound squirted warm into it, and outwardly to it on fine lint, and anointing the place. It also preserveth the wound from inflammation and putrefaction.

2. It healeth any bruisè or cut being first anointed therewith, and then a piece of lint dipped in it, & laid to the place.

3. It cures all burnings and scallings.

4. It helps the Headach, anointing the Nostrils and Temples therewith.

5. It expelleth the Wind Cholick or stitch in the side, being anointed and applied four mornings with warme clothes, and every morning bathing it before the fire a quarter of an hour.

6. It helps a Surfeit, taking one ounce thereof in warme Sack.

7. It preserves from the Plague, only by anointing the Lip and Nostrils therewith, before the party goeth abroad in the morning.

8. It is good against Cancers and Worms applied as before for a cut.

9. It helps digestion and keepeth from
as often dry it, after this make a Gely as followeth.

Take a Viper alive in May or June, cut off his head and tail, above the neck, pull off his skin, and with a clean cloth rub it dry, and so you may hang them up and take two of those skins and slice them small with a little Hans-bone; and make a Gely of them, you need not make much, then when your powder is dry wet it three or four times with this gely, and as often dry it, and at last put no more Gely then will moisten the powder, then make it up in balls as big and as little as you please, and dry them in a stove; and so keep them all the year.

Take of this Powder twelve or fourteen grains either dry, or in a spoonful of small beer in which there is a little syrup of Clove-gillyflowers.

Certain Plaisters, and their uses.

1. Emplast: Deminum two pound; it is good for all kind of bruises, or boils, or old soars &c.

2. Emplast: Mellilot two pound; it is good for all sorts of green Wounds or bruise.
bruises or swellings, or to breed flesh being wanting.

3. Diapalma two pound, it is a very fine drying Plaister, and a good defensive to defend wounds from Inflammation, &c.

4. Oxicroceum four ounces; it is an extraordinary good warming Plaister for broken bones or any cold cause, &c.

Certain Oyntments, and their use.

1. Unguentum Dialthea one halfe pound, it is good to asswage pain, dissolve swellings or hardness.

2. Unguentum Populion it is a great cooling Oyntment for fire, or any great inflammation, or any burning.

3. Unguentum Album six ounces, a fine cooling skining Oyntment to mix with others, &c.

4. Unguentum Nervinum four ounces it is good for all cold causes of the Sinews or Joynets.

5. Unguentum tutic two ounces, good for wattering sore eyes.

6. Unguentum Basilicon seven ounces, good
good to fill hollow Ulcers with flesh, and apply plasters on the top of it.

7. Balsam two ounces good for all sorts of green wounds being put in warm.

A Receipt of the Oyl of Johnswort.

Take a quart of the best white Wine, infuse therein pickt flowers of Saint Johnswort, then strow those flowers very dry, and put in more into the same Wine, infuse them again, so long that the Wine be very strong and red coloured with the Saint Johnswort, then straine out the Wine clear from the flowers, put thereto a pinte of the best Sallet Oyl, a quarter of an ounce of Cinnamon bruised, a quarter of Cloves bruised, one race of very good Ginger sliced, one good handful of the yellow flowers of Saint Johnswort pickt very clean, boil at these on a very soft fire, til the Wine be al evaporated, when it is almost boiled put in one good spoonful of pure Oyl of Turpentine, let that boil in it a little; so keep it for your use, the elder the better.
A Receipt for an extraordinary wasting of the Back, and for the Stone, and Shringury used by Justice Hutton.

Take Plantain and Ribwort, distil them in an ordinary Rose Oil, when you have occasion to use it, take Pips and roast them, and take away the skin and coarse, and put them into the water, making thereof a lamb's wool as thick as you please, sweeten it with some Loaf Sugar, the sweeter the better, take thereof halfe a pinte when you goe to bed, and this doe nine or ten nights together, especially when you feel an heat in the back.

FINIS.
For the Teeth.

If you will keep your Teeth from rotting or aking, wash the mouth continually every morning with juyce of Lemons, and afterward rub your teeth with a Sage leaf, and wash your teeth after meat with fair water.

To cure the Tooth-ach.

1 Take Mastick and chew it in your mouth til its soft as Wax, then stop your teeth with it, if hollow there remaining til its consumed, and it will certainly cure you.

2 The tooth of a dead man carried about a man presently suppresses the pains of the Teeth.

FINIS.
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To preserve white Pear-plums, or green.

Ake the Plums, and cut the stalk off, and wipe them, then take the just weight of them in Sugar, then put them in a skillet of water and let them stand in and scald, being close covered till they be tender, they must not be cooked, when they be soft lay them in a dish, and cover them with a cloth, and new some of the
the Sugar in the Glasse bottome, and put in the Plums strewng the Sugar over till all be in, then let them stand all night, the next day put them in a pan, and let them boyl apace, keeping them clean scummed, and when your plums look clear, your syrup will gelly, and they are enough. If your plums be ripe, peel off the skins before you put them in the glasse; they will be the better and clearer a great deal to dry, if you will take the plums white; if green, do them with the Rynes on.

To preserve Grapes.

Take the Grapes when they be almost through-ripe, and cut the stalks off, and stone them in the side, and as fast as you can stone them strew Sugar on them; you must take to every pound of Grapes three quarters of a pound of Sugar, then take some of the sour Grapes, and wring the juice of them, and put to every pound of Grapes two spoonfulls of juice, then set them on the fire, and still lift up the pan and make it round, for fear of burning to, then set them on again, and when the Sugar is melted,
ted boil them as fast as you can possibly, and when they look very clear, and the syrup somewhat thick, they are enough.

To preserve Quinces white.

Take a pair and core them, and to every pound of your equal weights in Sugar and Quince, take a wine pinte of water; put them together, and boil them as fast as you can uncovered; and this way you may also preserve Pippins white as you do Quinces.

To preserve Respasse.

Take a pound of Respasse, a pound of fine Sugar, a quarter of a pinte of the juice of Respasse, shrew the Sugar under and above the Respasse, sprinkle the juice all on them, set them on a clear fire, let them boil as soft as is possible, till the syrup will gelly, then take them off, let them stand till they be cold, then put them in a glass. After this manner is the best way.
To preserve Pippins.

Take fair Pippins and boil them in fair water till they be somewhat tender, then take them out and peel off the skins and put them into a fair earthen pot, and cover them till they be cold, then make the syrup with fair water and Sugar, see the it and scum it very clean, then being almost cold, put in your Pippins, so boil them softly together, put in as much rine of Oranges as you think will taste them, if you have no Orange take whole Cinnamon and Cloves, so boil them high enough to keep them all the year.

To preserve Fruits green.

Take Pippins, Apricocks, Pearplums, or Peaches when they be green, scald them in hot water, and peel them or scrape them, put them into another water not so hot as the first, then boil them very tender, take the weight of them in Sugar, put to it as much water as will make a syrup to cover them; then boil them something leisurely, and
and take them up, then boyl the syrup til it be somewhat thick, that it will batten on a dish side, and when they are cold put them together, &c.

To preserve Oranges and Limmons the best way.

Take and boyl them as for past, then take as much Sugar as they weigh, and put to it as much water as will cover them by making a syrup, then boyl them very leisurely till they be clear, then take them up and boyl the syrup till it batten on the dish side, and when they are cold put them up, &c.

An approved Conserve for a Cough or Consumption of the Lungs.

Take a pound of Elicampane roots, draw out the pith, and boyl them in two waters till they be soft, when it's cold put to it the like quantity of the pap of roasted Pippins, and three times their weight of brown Sugar-candy beaten to powder, stamp these in a Morter to a Conserve, whereof take every morning fasting as much as a Walnut for a week or fortnight together, and afterwards but three times a week. Approved.
To make a Conserve of any of these Fruits.

When you have boyled your paste as followeth, ready to fashion on the Pye plate, put it up into Gally pots, and never dry it, and this is all the difference between Conserver. And so you may make Conserve of any Fruits, this for all hard Fruits, as Quinces, Pippins, Oranges and Limons, &c.

To dry any Fruits after they are preserved, or Candy them.

Take Pippins, Pears or Plums, and wash them out in warme water, from the syrup they are preserved in, strew them over with seared Sugar, as you would do flour upon fish to fry them; set them in a broad earthen pan, that they may lie one by one; then set them in a warm Oven or Stove to dry. If you will candy them withall, you must strew on Sugar three or four times in the drying.
To preserve Artichokes yong, green Walnuts and Limons, and the Elecampane roots, or any bitter thing.

Take any of these and boyl them tender, and shift them in their boyling six or seven times to take away their bitternesse, out of oneshot water into another, then put a quart of Salt unto them, then take them up and dry them with a fair cloth, then put them into as much clarified Sugar as will cover them, then let them boyl a walm or two, and so let them stand soaking in the Sugar til the next morning, then take them up and boyl the Sugar a little higher by it self, and when they are cold put them up.

Let your green Walnuts be prickt full of holes with a great pin, and let them not be long in one water, for that will make them look black; being boyled tender, stick two or three Cloves in each of them.

Set your Elecampane roots, being clean scraped, and shifted in their boilings a dozen times, then dry them in a fair cloth, and so boyl them as is above.
above written, take half so much more then it doth weigh, because it is bitter, 

To preserve Quinces white or red.

Take the Quinces, and coar them, and pare them, those that you will have white, put them into a pale of water two or three hours, then take as much Sugar as they weigh, put to it as much water as will make a syrump to cover them, then boyl your syrump a little while, then put your Quinces in, and boyl them as fast as you can, till they be tender and clear, then take them up and boyl the syrump a little higher by it self, and being cold put them up. And if you will have them red, put them raw into Sugar and boyl them leisurely close covered till they be red, and put them not into cold water.

To preserve Grapes.

Take the Clusters and stone them as you do Barberries, then take a little more Sugar then they weigh, put to it as much Apple water as will make a syrump.
Syrup to cover them, then boil them as you do Cherries, as fast as you can, till the syrup be thick, and being cold, pot it. Thus may you preserve Barberries or English Currants, or any kind of Berries.

To preserve Pippins, Apricocks, Pear-plums, and Peaches when they are ripe.

Take Pippins and pare them, bore a hole through them, and put them into a pale of water, then take as much Sugar as they do weigh, and put it to as much water as will make a syrup to cover them, and boil them as fast as you can, so that you keep them from breaking, until they be tender, that you may prick a rush through them; let them be soaking till they be almost cold, then put them up.

Your Apricocks and Peaches must bestoned, and not pared, but the Pear-plums must not be stoned nor pared. Then take a little more Sugar than they weigh, then take as much Apple-water and Sugar as will make a syrup for them, then boil them as you do your Pippins, and pot them as you do the Pippins likewise, etc.
To preserve Pippins, Apricocks, Pear-plums, or Peaches green.

Take you pippins green and quoddle them in fair water, but let the water boil first before you put them in, and you must shift them in two hot waters before they will be tender, then pull off the skin from them, and so case them in so much clarified Sugar as will cover them, and so boyle them as fast as you can, keeping them from breaking, then take them up and boyle the syrup until it be as thick as for Quiddony, then pot them, and pour the syrup into them before they be cold, &c.

Take your Apricocks and Pear-plums, and boyle them tender, then take as much Sugar as they do weigh, and take as much water as will make the syrup, take your green Peaches before they be stoned, and thrust a pin through them, and then make a strong water of ashes, and call them into the hot standing lye to take off the fur from them, then wash them in three or four waters warm, so then put them into so much clarified Sugar as will cundy them; so boyle them and put them up, &c.
To dry Pippins or Pears without Sugar.

Take Pippins or Pears and prick them full of holes with a bodkin, and lay them in sweet wort three or four days, then lay them on a Sives' bottom till they be dry, in an Oven, but a drying heat. This you may do to any tender plum.

To make syrup of Clove Gillyflowers.

Take a quart of water, half a bushel of Flowers, cut off the whites, and with a Sive sift away the seeds, bruise them a little; let your water be boyled and a little cold again, then put in your Flowers, and let them stand close covered twenty four hours; you may put in but half the flowers at a time, the strength will come out the better; to that liquor put in three pound of Sugar, let it lye in all night, next day boil it in a gally pot, set it in a pot of water, and there let it boil till all the Sugar be melted, and the syrup be pretty thick, then take it out and let it stand in that till it be through cold, then glasse it.
To make Syrup of Hysop for Colds.

Take a handful of Hysop, of Figs, Raisins, Dates, of each an ounce, of Colliptint half an handful, French Barley one ounce, boil therein three pints of fair water to a quart, strain it and clarify it with two whites of Egges, then put in two pound of fine Sugar, and boil it to a syrup.

To make Orange Water.

Take a pottle of the best Malligo Sack, and put in as many of the peels of Oranges as will go in, cut the white clean off, let them steep twenty four hours; still them in a Glasse Still, and let the water run into the receiver upon fine Sugar candy; you may still it in an ordinary still.

To dry Cherries.

Take a pound of Sugar, dissolve it in thin fair water, when it is boyled a little while, put in your Cherries after they are stoned, four pound to one pound of
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of Sugar, let them lie in the Sugar three
dayes, then take them out of the syrup
and lay them on Sives one by one, and
let them before the Sun upon stools, turn
them every day, else they will mould,
when they look of a dark red colour,
and are dry, then put them up. And so
you may do any manner of fruit. In the
Sun is the best drying of them; put into
the syrup some juyce of Rasps.

To make juyce of Liquorice.

Take English Liquorice and stamp it
very clean, bruise it with a hammer, and
cut it in small pieces; to a pound of Li-
quorice thus bruised, put a quart of
Hytop water, let them soak together
in an earthen pot a day and a night,
then pull the Liquorice into small
pieces, and lay it in soak again two
dayes more; then strain out the Liquo-
rice, and boil the liquor a good while.
Stir it often, then put in half a pound
of Sugar-candy, or loaf Sugar finely
beaten, four grains of Muske, as much
Ambergrease, bruise them small with a
little Sugar, then boil them together
till it be good and thick, still have a care
you
burn it not; then put it out in glass plates, and make it into round rows, and set it in a drying place till it be stiff, that you may work it into rows to be cut as big as Barley corns, and so lay them on a place again: If it be needful, strew on the place a little Sugar to prevent thickening, so dry them still if there be need, and if they should be too dry, the heat of the fire will soften them again.

A perfume for Clothes, Gloves.

Take of Linet two grains, of Musk three, of Ambergrise four, and the Oyl of Bems a pretty quantity; grind them all upon a Marble stone fit for that purpose; then with a brush or sponge rake them over, and it will sweeten them very well; your Gloves or Jerkins must first be washed in old red Rose water, and when they are almost dry stretch them forth smooth and lay on the perfume.

To make Almond Bisket.

Take the whites of four new laid Eggs
Eggs and two yolks, and beat it well for an hour together, then have in readiness a quarter of a pound of the best Almonds blanched in cold water, and beat them very small with Bosewart for fear of oyling, then have a pound of the best loaf Sugar finely beaten; beat that in the Eggs a while, then put in your Almonds, and five or six spoonfuls of the finest Flowre, and so bake them together upon paper or plates, you may have a little fine Sugar in a piece of Tiffany to dust them over as they be in the Oven, so bake them as you do Bisket.

To make Conserve of Roses boiled.

Take a quart of red Rose water, a quart of fair water, boil in the water a pound of red Rose leaves, the whites cut off, the leaves must be boiled very tender; then take three pound of Sugar, and put to it a pound at a time, and let it boil a little between every pound, so put it up in your pots.
To make Conserves of Roses unboyled.

Take a pound of red Rose leaves, the whites cut off, stamp them very fine, take a pound of Sugar, and beat in with the Roses, and put it in a pot and cover it with leather, and set it in a cool place.

To dry Apricocks.

First stone them, then weigh them, take the weight of them in double refined Sugar, make the syrup with so much water as will wet them, and boil it up so high, that a drop being dropped on a plate it will slip clean off, when it is cold; then put in your Apricocks being pared, whilst your syrup is hot, but it must not be taken off the fire before you put them in, then turn them in the syrup often, then let them stand three quarters of an hour, then take them out of the syrup, and tie them up in Tiffanies, one in a Tiffany or more as they be in bignesse, and whilest you are tying them up, set the syrup on the fire to heat, but not to boil, then put your...
your Apricocks into the syrup, and set them on a quick fire, and let them boil as fast as you can, skim them clean, and when they look clear, take them from the fire and let them lie in the syrup till the next day, then set them on the fire to heat, but not to boil; then set them by till the next day, and lay them upon a clean Sieve to draine, and when they are well drained, take them out of the Tiffanies, and so dry them in a stove, or better in the Sun with glasses over them, to keep them from the dust.

To make Quinces for Pies.

Wipe the Quinces and put them into a little vessel of small beer when it hath done working, stop them close that no air can get in, and this will keep them fair all the year, and good.

The best way to break sweet Powder.

Take of Orrice one pound, Calamus a quarter of a pound, Benjamin one half pound, Storax half a pound, Cives a quarter of an ounce, Cloves a quarter of
of a pound, Musk one half ounce, Oyl of Orange flowers one ounce, Lignum Aloes one ounce, Rosewood a quarter of a pound, Ambre greese a quarter of an ounce. To every pound of Roses put a pound of Powder; the bag must be of Taffaty, or else the Powder will run through.

To make excellent perfumes.

Take a quarter of a pound of Damask Rose-buds cut clean from the whites, stamp them very small, put to them a good spoonfull of Damask Rose water, so let them stand close stopped all night, then take one ounce and a quarter of Benjamin finely beaten, and also pulped (if you will) twenty grains of Civit, and ten grains of Musk; mingle these with the Roses beating them well together, then make it up in little Cakes between Rose leaves, and dry them between sheets of Paper.

To make a very good Pomatum.

Take the fat of a young Dog one pound, it must be kild well that the blood
blood sette not into the fat, then let the outer skin be taken off before it be opened, lest any of the hair come to the fat, then take all the fat from the inside, and as soon as you take it off fling it into Conduit water; and if you see the second skin be clear, peel it and water it with the other; be sure it cools not out of the water: you must not let any of the flesh remain on it, for then the Pomatum will not keep. To one pound of this fat take two pound of Lambs caulz, and put it to the other in the water, and when you see it is cold, drain it from the water in a Napkin, and break it in little pieces with your fingers, and take out all the little veins, then take eight ounces of Oyl of Tartar, and put in that first, stirring it well together, then put it into a Gallon of Conduit water, and let it stand till night; shift this with so much Oyl and Water, morning and evening seven dayes together, and be sure you shift it constantly; and the day before you mean to melt it, wring it hard by a little at a time, and be sure the Oyl and Water be all out of it, wring the water well out of it with a Napkin every time you shift it; then put
put in three pintes of Rose-water; let it stand close covered twelve hours, then wring out that and put in a pinte of fresh Rose-water into a high Gally pot with the seces: then tie it close up and let it in a pot of water, and let it boyl two hours, then take it out and strain it into an earthen pan, let it stand till it is cold; then cut a hole in it, and let out the water, then scrape away the bottom, and dry it with a cloth, and dry the pan; melt it in a Chasing-dish of coals, or in the Gally pots; beat it so long, till it look very white and thinning; then with your hand fling it in fine Cakes upon white paper, and let it lie till it be cold, then put it into Gally pots. This will be very good for two or three years.

To make Rayfin Wine.

Take two pound of Rayfins of the Sun shred, a pound of good powdered Sugar, the juicy of two Lemons, one pill; put these in a earthen pot with a top, then take two gallons of water, let it boyl half an hour, then take it hot from the fire and put it into the pot, and cover
cover it close for three or four days, stirring it twice a day, being strained, put it into bottles, and stop it very close; in a fortnight or three weeks it may be drunk; you may put in Cloves, Gillyflowers, or Cowslips, as the time of the year is when you make it; and when you have drawn this from the Rayfins, and bottled it up, heat two quarts of water more, put it to the Ingredients, and let it stand as aforesaid. This will be good, but smaller than the other, the water must be boiled as the other.

To make Rasperby Wine.

Take a Gallon of good Rhenish Wine, put into it as much Raspberries very ripe, as will make it strong, put it in an earthen pot, and let it stand two days: then pour your Wine from your Raspberries, and put into every bottle two ounces of Sugar. Stop it up and keep it by you.

The best way to preserve Cherries.

Take the best Cherries you can get, and cut the stalks something short, then for
for every pound of these Cherries take two pound of other Cherries, and put them off their stalks and stones, put to them ten spoonfuls of fair water, and then set them on the fire to boil very fast till you see that the colour of the Syrup be like pale Claret Wine, then take it off the fire, and drain them from the Cherries into a pan to preserve in. Take to every pound of Cherries a quarter of Sugar, of which take halfe and dissolve it with the Cherry water drained from the Cherries, and keep them boiling very fast till they will gelly in a spoon, and as you see the Syrup thin, take off the Sugar that you kept finely beaten, and put it to the Cherries in the boiling; the faster they boil, the better they will be preserved, and let them stand in a pan till they be almost cold.

A Tincture of Ambergreese.

Take Ambergreese one ounce, Musk two drams, Spirit of Wine half a pint, or as much as will cover the Ingredients two or three fingers breadth, put all into a Glass, stop it close with a Cork and Bladder, set it in Horse dung ten or twelve
twelve dayes, then pour off gently the
spirit of Wine, and keep it in a glasse
close stop't, then put more spirit of Wine
on the Ambergreese, and do as before,
then pour it off, after all this the Amber-
greese will serve for ordinary uses. A
drop of this will perfume any thing, and
in Cordials it is very good.

To make Usquebath the best way.

Take two quarts of the best Aqua
vita, four ounces of scraped Liquorice,
and half a pound of sliced Raylins of the
Sun, Annitfeels four ounces, Dates and
Figs of each half a pound, sliced Nutmeg,
Cinnamon, Ginger, of each half an ounce,
put these to the Aqua vita, stop it very
close, and set it in a cold place ten days,
stirring it twice a day with a stick; then
strain or sweeten it with Sugar-candy;
after it is strained let it stand till it be
clear, then put into the glasse Musk and
Ambergreese; two grains is sufficient for
this quantity.

To preserve Cherries with a quarter of their
weight in Sugar.

Take four pound of Cherries, one
pound
pound of Sugar, beat your Sugar and dree a little in the bottome of your skillet, then pull off the stalks and stones of your Cherries, and cut them crosse the bottome with a knife; let the juyce of the Cherries run upon the Sugar; for theremust be no other liquor but the juyce of the Cherries; cover your Cherries over with one half of your Sugar. Boyl them very quick; when they are half boyled, put in the remainder of your Sugar; when they are almost enough, put in the rest of the Sugar; you must let them boyl till they part in sunder like Marmalade, stirring them continually, so put them up hot into your warm Marmalade glasse.

To make Gelly of Pippins.

Take Pippins and pare them and quarter them, and put as much water to them as will cover them, and let them boyl till all the vertue of the Pippins are out; then strain them, and take to a pinte of that liquor a pound of Sugar, and cast long threads of Orange peels, and boyl in it, then take a Limon and pare and slice it very thin, and boyl it in your liquor.
liquor a little thin; take them out, and lay them in the bottom of your glass, and when it is boyled to a jelly, pour it on the Limons in the glass. You must boyl the Oranges in two or three waters before you boyl it in the jelly.

To make Apricock Cakes.

Take the fairest Apricocks you can get, and parboyl them very tender, then take off the pulp and their weight of Sugar, and boyl the Sugar and Apricocks together very faft, stir them ever lest they burn to, and when you can see the bottome of the skilet it is enough; then put them into Cards sowed round, and dust them with fine Sugar, and when they are cold stone them, then turn them and fill them up with some more of the same Ruffe; but you must let them stand for three or four dayes before you turn them off the first place; and when you finde they begin to candy, take them out of the Cards, dust them with Sugar again; so do even when you turn them.
To preserve Barberries in the best way.

First stone them and weigh them, half a pound of Sugar to half a pound of them, then pare them and slice them into that liquor, take the weight of it in Sugar; then take as many Rasberries as will colour it, and strain them into the liquor, then put in the Sugar, boil it as fast as you can, then skim it till it be very clear; then put in your Barberries and that Sugar you weighed, and so let them boil till the skin be fully risen up, then take them off and skin them very clean, and put them up.

To make Lozinges of red Roses.

Boyl your Sugar to Sugar again, then put in your red Roses being finely beaten and made moist with the juice of a Limon, let it not boil after the Roses are in, but pour it upon a Pye plate, and cut it into what form you please.
To make Chips of Quinces.

First scald them very well, then slice them into a dish, and pour a Candy syrup to them scalding hot, and let them stand all night, then lay them on plates and scarce sugar on them, and turn them every day, and scrape more Sugar on them till they be dry. If you would have them look clear, beat them in syrup, but not to boil.

To make Sugar of Wormwood, Mint, Aniseed, or any other of that kinde.

Take double refined Sugar, and do but wet it in fair water, or Rose water, and boil it to a Candy, when it is almost boiled take it off, and stir it till it be cold; then drop in three or four drops of the Oils of whatsoever you will make, and stir it well; then drop it on a board being before sifted with Sugar.

To make Syrup of Limons or Citrons.

Pare off all the rindes, then slice your Limons very thin, and lay a large of Sugar
Sugar finely beaten, and a lare of Limons in a silver Basen till you have fitted it, or as much as you mean to make, and so let it stand all night; the next day pour off the liquor that runs from it into a glasse through a Tiffany strainer. Be sure you put Sugar enough to them at the first, and it will keep a year good, if it be set up well.

To make Jumballs of Apricocks or Quinces.

Take Apricocks or Quinces, and coddle them tender; then take their pulp and dry it in a dish over a Chasing dish of coals, and set it in a stove for a day or two; then beat it in a stone Mortar, putting in as much Sugar as will make a little paste; then colour it with Saunders, Cochinele or blew Starch, and make it up in what colour you please, rowl them with battle-dores into long pieces, and tie them up in knots, and so dry them.

To make Cherry water.

Take nine pound of Cherries, pull out the stones and stalks, break them with
with your hand, and put them into nine pints of Claret Wine, take nine ounces of Cinamon, and three Nutmegs, bruise them, and put them into this, then take of Rosemary and Balm of each half a handful, of sweet Marjoram a quarter of an handful: put all these with the aforesaid into an earthen pot well leaded, so let them stand to infuse twenty four hours, stirring it once in four or five hours; so distill it in a Limbeck keeping the strongest water by it self, put some Sugar finely beaten into your glasses. If your first water be too strong, put some of the second to it as you use it. If you please you may tye some Musk, and Ambergrise in a rag, and hang it by a Thread in your Glass.

To make Orange Cakes.

Take Oranges and pare them as thin as you can, then take out the meats clean, and put them in water; let them lie about an hour; shift the water and boil them very tender in three or four waters, then put them up and dry them on a cloth: mince them as small as you can, then put them into a dish, and squeeze all the juice of the meat into them, and
let them stand till the next day, take to every pound of these a pound and a quarter of double refined Sugar. Boyl it with a spoonfull of water at the bottom to keep it from burning till it be Sugar again; then put in your Oranges, and let them stand and dry on the fire, but not boyl; then put them on glasse plates, and put them in a Stove, the next day make them into Cakes, and so dry them as fast as you can.

To preserve Oranges the French way. Take twelve of the fairest Oranges and best coloured, and if you can get them with smooth skins they are the better, and lay them in Conduit water six dayes and nights, shifting them into fresh water morning & evening; then boyl them very tender, and with a knife pare them very thin, rub them with salt, when you have so done, core them with a coring iron, taking out the meat and seeds; then rub them with a dry cloth till they be clean, and to every pound of Oranges a pound and half of Sugar, and to a pound of Sugar a pinte of water; then mingle your Sugar and water well together in a large skillet or pan; beat the whites of three Eggs
Egges, and put that into it, then set it on the fire, and let it boyl till it rises, and strain it through a Napkin; then set it on the fire again, and let it boyl till the syrups be thick, then put in your Oranges and make them seethe as fast as you can, now and then putting in a piece of fine loaf Sugar the bignesse of a Walnut, when they have boyled near an hour, put into them a pinte of Apple water: then boyl them apace, and half a pinte of white wine, this should be put in before the Apple water, when your Oranges are very clear, and your syrups so thick that it will jelly (which you may know by setting them to cool in a spoon) when they are ready to be taken off from the fire; then put in the juice of eight Limons warm into them, then put them into an earthen pan, and so let them stand till they be cold, then put every Orange in a several glass or pot; if you do but fix Oranges at a time it is the better.

To preserve green Plums.

The greatest wheaten Plum is the best, which will be ripe in the midst of July.
July, gather them about that time, or later, as they grow in bignesse, but you must not suffer them to turn yellow, for then they never be of good colour; being gathered, lay them in water for the space of 12 hours, and when you gather them wipe them with a clean linnen cloth, and cut off a little of the stalks of every one; then set two skillets of water on the fire, and when one is scalding hot put in your plums, and take them from the fire, and cover them, and let them rest for the space of a quarter of an hour, then take them up, and when your other skillet of water doth boil put them into it; let them but stay in it a very little while, and so let the other skillet of water wherein they were first boiled be set to the fire again, and make it to boil, and put in your plums as before, and then you shall see them rise over, and yet your plums very whole; then while they be hot you must with your knife scrape away the rivetting; then take to every pound of Plums a pound and two ounces of Sugar finely beaten, then set a pan with a little fair water on the fire, and when it boil set the plums into it, and when they have been steeped a while, then let the plums and the sugar steep in the fiery water, and then let the whole be put into a fair vessel, and let the whole stand a while, and then use it as you please.
a quarter of an hour till you see the colour wax green, then set them off the fire a quarter of an hour, and take a handful of Sugar that is weighed, and strow it in the bottom of the pan wherein you will preserve, and so put in your plums one by one, drawing the liquor from them, and cast the rest of your Sugar on them; then set the pan on a moderate fire, letting them boil continually but very softly, and in three quarters of an hour they will be ready, as you may perceive by the greenness of your plums and thickness of your syrup, which if they be boiled enough will gelly when it is cold; then take up your plums and put them into a gally pot, but boil your syrup a little longer, then strain it into some vessel, and being blood-warm, pour it upon your plums, but stop not the pot before they be cold. Note also, you must preserve them in such a pan as they may lie one by another and turn of themselves, and when they have been five or six days in the syrup, that the syrup grow thin, you may boil it again with little Sugar, but put it not to your plums till they be cold. They must have three scaldings and one boiling.
An admirable water for sore eyes.

Take Lapis Tutia, Aloes Hepatica, fine hard Sugar, of each three drams, beat them very small, and put them into a glass of three pints, to which put red Rose water and white Wine, of each one pinte; set the glass in the Sun in the month of July for the whole month, shaking it twice in a day for all that while; then use it as followeth: put one drop thereof into the Eye in the evening when the party is in bed, and one drop in the morning an hour before the patient riseth: Continue the use of it till the eyes be well. The older the water, the better it is. Most approved.

A Snail water for weak Children and old people.

Take a pottle of Snailles, and wash them well in two or three waters, and then in small Beer, bruise them, the shells and all, then put them into a gallon of red Cows Milk, red Rose leaves dried, the whites cut off, Rosemary, sweet Mar-
Marjoram, of each one handfull, and so distill them in a cold still, and let it drop upon powder of white Sugarcandy in the receiver; drink of it first and last, and at four a clock in the afternoon, a Wine glasse full at a time.

Clary water for the back, stomach, &c.

Take three gallons of midling Bear, put it in a great braspe pot of four gallons, and put to it ten handfulls of Clary gathered in a dry day, Raysins of the Sun stoned three pounds, Annis seeds and Liquorice of each four ounces, the whites and shels of twenty four Egges, or half so many if there be not so much need in the Back, the shels small, and mix them with the whites; put to the bottoms of three white loaves; put into the receiver one Pound of white Sugarcandy, or so much fine loaf Sugar beaten small, and distill it through a Limbeck, keep it close, and be seldom without it, for it reviveth very much the Stomach and Heart, strengtheneth the Back, procureth Appetite and digestion, driveth away melancholy, sadness and heaviness of the Heart, &c.
Dr. Montfords Cordiall water.

Take Angelica leaves twelve hand-fuls, six leaves of Carduus Benedictus, Balm and Sage, of each five handfuls, the seeds of Angelica and sweet Fennel, of each five ounces bruised, scraped and bruised Liquorice twelve ounces, Aromaticum Rosatum, Diamosacus dulcis, of each six drams: the herbs being cut small, the seeds and Liquorice bruised, infuse them into two Gallons of Canary Sack for twenty four hours, then distill it with a gentle fire, and draw off only five pintes of the Spirit, which mix with one pound of the best Sugar dissolved into a Syrup in half a pinte of pure red Rose-water.

Aqua Mirabilis Sir Kenelm Digbies way.

Take Cubeebs, Galingle, Cardamum, Melilot flowers, Cloves, Mace, Ginger, Cinamon, of each one dram bruised small, Juyce of Celandine one pinte, Juyce of Spearmint half a pinte, Juyce of Balm half a pinte, Sugar one pound, flower of Cowslips, Rosemary, Borage...
Borage, Bugloss, Marigolds, of each two drams, the best Sack three pints, strong Angelica water one pinte, red Rose water half a pinte, bruise the Spices and Flowers, and steep them in the Sack and juices one night, the next morning distil it in an ordinary or glasse Still; and first lay Harts tongue leaves in the bottom of the Still.

The virtues of the precedent water.

This water preserveth the Lungs without grievances, and helpeth them; being wounded, it suffereth not the blood to putrefie, but multiplieth the same; this water suffereth not the Heart to burn, nor melancholy, nor the Spleen, to be lifted up above Nature, it expelleth the Rhume, preserveth the Stomach, conserveth Youth, and procureth a good colour, it preserveth Memory, it destroyeth the Palsey; if this be given to one a dying, a spoonfull of it reviveth him; in the Summer use one spoonfull a week fasting, in the Winter two spoonfuls.

A water for fainting of the Heart.

Take Bugloss and red Rose water,
of each one pinte, Milk half a pinte, Anniseeds and Cinnamon grossely bruised of each half an ounce, Maiden hair two handfuls, Harts tongue one handfull, both shred, mix all together, and distill it in an ordinary Still, drink of it morning and evening with a little Sugar.

A Surfeit water.

Take half a bushell of red Corn Poppy, put it into a large dish, cover it with brown Paper, and lay another dish upon it, set it in an Oven after brown bread is baked divers times till they be dry, which put into a potte of good Aqua vitæ, to which put Ray-sins solis stoned half a pound, six Figs sliced, three Nutmegs sliced, two flakes of Mace bruised, two races of Ginger sliced, one stick of Cinnamon bruised, Liquorice sliced one ounce, Anniseed, Fennill seed, and Cardamums bruised, of each one dram; put all these into a broad glass body, and lay first some Poppy in the bottom; then some of the other Ingredients, then Poppy again, and so till the glasse be full, then
then put in the Aqua vitæ, and let it infuse till it be strong of the spices, and very red with the Poppy, close covered, of the which take two or three spoonfuls upon a Surfeit, and when all the liquor is spent, put more Aqua vitæ to it, and it will have the same effect the second time, but no more after.

Dr. Butlers Cordiall water against Melancholy, &c. Most approved.

Take the flowers of Cowslips, Marigolds, Pinks, Clove gillyflowers, single stock Gillyflowers of each four handfuls, the flowers of Rosemary, and Damask Roses of each three handfuls, Borage and Bugloss flowers, and Balm leaves, of each two handfuls; put them in a quart of Canary Wine into a great bottle or jugge close stopped with a cork, sometimes stirring the flowers and wine together, adding to them Anniseeds bruised one dram, two Nutmegs sliced, English Saffron two pennyworth; after some time infusion, distill them in a cold Still with a hot fire, hanging at the Nose of the Still.
Ambergreese and Musk, of each one grain: then to the distilled water put white Sugar-candy finely beaten six ounces, and put the glasse, wherein they are, into hot water for one hour. Take of this water at one time three spoonfuls thrice a week, or when you are ill. It cureth all Melancholy fumes, and infinitely comforts the Spirits.

The admirable and most famous Snail water.

Take a peck of garden shell Snails, wash them well in small Beer, and put them in a hot Oven till they have done making a noise, then take them out, and wipe them well from the green froth that is upon them, and bruise them thels and all in a stone Mortar, then take a quart of Earth worms, scower them with Salt, slit them and wash them well with water from their filth, and in a stone Mortar beat them to pieces, then lay in the bottom of your distilled pot Angelica two handfuls, and two handfuls of Celandine upon them, to which put two quarts of Rosemary flowers, Bears Scot, Agrimony, red Dock roots, Bark
Bark of Barberries, Betony, wood Sorrel, of each two handfuls, Rue one handful; then lay the Snails and Worms on the top of the herbs and flowers, then pour on three Gallons of the strongest Ale, and let it stand all night, in the morning put in three ounces of Cloves beaten, six pennyworth of beaten Saffron, and on the top of them six ounces of shaved Harts horne, then set on the Limbeck and close it with paste, and so receive the water by pints, which will be nine in all, the first is the strongest, whereof take in the morning two spoonfuls, in four spoonfuls of small Beer, and the like in the afternoon; you must keep a good diet, and use moderate exercise to warm the blood.

This water is good against all obstructions whatsoever. It cureth a Consumption and Dropsie, the stopping of the Stomach and Liver. It may be distilled with Milk for weak people, and children, with Harts tongue and Elicampane.
A singular Mint water.

Take a still full of Mints, put Balm and Pennyroyal of each one good handful, steep them in Sack or Lees of Sack, twenty four hours, stop it close, and stir it now and then: Distill it in an ordinary Still with a very quick fire, and keep the Still with wet cloaths, put into the Receiver as much Sugar as will sweeten it, and so double distill it.

Distillings.

A most excellent Aqua Cælestis taught by Mr. Philips Apothecary.

Take of Cinnamon one dram, Ginger half a dram, the three sorts of Saunders, of each of them three quarters of an ounce, Mace and Cubebes of each of them one dram, Cardamon the bigger and
and leffer, of each three drams, Setwell roots half an ounce, Anniseed, Fennel-seed, Basilsseed, of each two drams, Angelica roots, Gillyflowers, Thyme, Calamint, Liquorice, Calamus Mafterwort, Pennyroyall, Mint, Mother of Thyme, Marjoram, of each two drams, red Rose seed, the flowers of Sage and Betony, of each a dram and a half, Cloves, Galangall, Nutmegs, of each two drams, the flowers of Stechados, Rosemary, Borage, and Bugloss flowers, of each a dram and half, Citron rindes three drams, bruise them all, and put in these Cordiall powders, Diamber Aromaticum, Diamuscum, Diachoden, the spices made with pearl, of each three drams; infuse all these in twelve pints of Aqua vitæ, in a glasse close stopped, for fifteen dayes, often shaking it, then let it be put in a Limbeck close stopped, and let it be distilled gently; when you have done, hang it in a clothe, two drams of Musk, half a dram of Ambregreese, and ten or twelve grains of gold, and so receive it to your use.
Hypocras taught by Dr. Twine for windy in the stomach.

Take Pepper, Grains, Ginger, of each half an ounce, Cinamon, Cloves, Nutmegs, Mace, of each one ounce roughly beaten, Rosemary, Agrimony, both shred, of each a few crops, red Rose leaves a pretty quantity, as an indifferent gripe, a pound of Sugar beaten; lay these to steep in a gallon of good Rhenish or White wine, in a close vessel, stirring it two or three times a day the space of three or four days together, then strain it through an Hypocras strainer, and drink a draught of it before meat half an hour, and sometimes after to help digestion.

Marigold flowers distilled, good for the pain of the Head.

Take Marigold flowers and distill them, then take a fine cloth and wet it in the aforesaid distilled water, and so lay it to the forehead of the Patient, and being so applied, let him sleep if he can: this with God's help will cease the pain.
A Water good for Sun-burning.

Take water drawne off the Vine dropping, the flowers of white Thorn, Bean flowers, Water Lilly flowers, Garden Lilly flowers, Elder flowers, and Tansie flowers, Althea flowers, the whites of Eggs, French Barley.

The Lady Giffords Cordial water.

Take four quarts of Aqua vitae, Borage and Poppy water, of each a pinte, two pound of Sugar-candy, one pound of Figgess sliced, one pound of Raylsins of the Sun stoned, two handfuls of red Roses, clipped and dried, one handfull of red Minte, half a handfull of Rosemary, as much of Hyssope, a few Cloves, put all these in a great double glasse close stopped, and set it in the Sun three Months, and so use it.
A water for one Pensive and very sick, to comfort the heart very excellent.

Take a good spoonfull of Manus Christi beaten very small into powder, then take a quarter of a pound of very fine Sugar, and beat it small, and six spoonfuls of Cinamon water, and put to it, and ten spoonfuls of red Rose water, mingle all these together, and put them in a dish, and set them over a soft fire five or six walmeres, and so let it be put into a glasse, and let the party drink thereof a spoonfull or two as he shall see cause.

To perfume Water.

Take Malmesey or any kind of sweet water, then take Lavender, Spike, Sweet Marjoram, Balme, Orange peeles, Thyme, Basil, Cloves, Bay leaves, Woodbine flowers, red and white Roses, and fill them all together.

FINIS.
The Table.

A

Chos to take away, 38. 41. 72. 108. 153. 156. 157. 184.

Abortion to prevent, 121.

After birth to bring away, 159 160.

Ague of all sorts to cure, 16. 32. 53. 57. 127.

Ague in women's breast, 110. 167.

Ale to purge most excellent, 2. 280. 281.

Ambergreece the tinture to make, and use, 24.

Appetite to help, 50. 61. 184.

Appoplexy to cure, 236.

Aqua mirabilis to make, 290.

Almond milke to make, 82. 83. 108.

Back.
The Table.

B

Back to strengthen, 66.135.184.191.289.
Backs heat to coole, 94.95.
Balsam most excellent, with its use, 95.123.
Belly-ake to cure, 184.
Belly hard to dissolve, 155.
Biles and Boilces to cure, 81.89.112.152.

Blood to cleanse, 10.148.161.
Biting of a mad dog, 41.152.154.
Bloody flux to help, 42.106.108.130.

Bleeding at nose to stanch, 163.
Bladder to cleanse, 169.237.
Bones out of joyn to set, 104.153.189.
Breaths shortnesse to remedy, 5.
Breath that smels, to sweeten, 53.111.196.

Brain to strengthen, 17.86.196.236.
Burning to help, 60.77.78.95.104.125.

Breasts sore to cure, 85.90.91.109.110.

Bruises to cure, 36.38.90.104.122.125.

Blisters
The Table.

Bursten to remedy, 145.
Balsam Luccatelloes to make, and its virtues, 179.

C

Anker in the mouth to cure, 36. 41.
Cancer to prevent and remedy, 110. 125.
Caumoreum, to make the spirit of it, 20.
Choler to purge, 49. 102. 176. 177. 233.
Child to bring again when born, 159.
Consumption to cure, 3. 9. 10. 14. 22. 34. 42.
123. 186. 299. 278.
279. 295.

Cold to help, 27. 88. 164. 306.
Cough to take away, 55. 56. 59. 62. 63. 100.
164.

Conception to help, 88. 168. 184. 235. 276.
Costiveness to remove, 159.
Colick to cure, 41. 63. 96. 99. 105. 125. 166.
170.

Cornes to take away, 104. 146.
Grampe to cure, 141.
290.

Conserves of all sorts to make, and their virtues, 234. 235. 236.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ailment</th>
<th>Page Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D Easy to help</td>
<td>45, 105, 162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dead flesh to prevent</td>
<td>152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digestion to procure</td>
<td>6, 15, 50, 125, 196</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dropsie to cure</td>
<td>11, 16, 42, 52, 64, 276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>295</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E Eyes sore to cure</td>
<td>28, 147, 148, 189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eyes full of Rheume</td>
<td>18, 32, 110, 181</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eyes weak to strengthen</td>
<td>130, 184</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eyes having a pin or web</td>
<td>171, 172</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eyes rednesse to take away</td>
<td>171, 173, 181</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F Ace / weld to aswage</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faces redness and pimples to cure</td>
<td>41, 53, 54, 173, 180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Face fair to make</td>
<td>115, 180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faintnesse to take away</td>
<td>86, 133, 283, 291</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Falling sickness to cure</td>
<td>49, 881, 142, 237</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fevers all sorts to remove</td>
<td>21, 2, 25, 61, 98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>128, 132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Festers in the flesh to cure</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Table.

Fellons to cure, 41,48,102,184.
Fire to take out, 189.
Fistula to cure, 70,79,117,152.
Finger sore to heal, 81.
Flux or loosenesse to stay, 130.
Freckles to take away, 146.

G

Ascony powder to make, 187.
Gowte to cure, 42,50,77,88,140,156.
Golden colour without gold to make, 114.
Green sicknesse to cure, 69,85.
Gravell to cleanse, 185.

H

Air to grow thick, 100,270.
Hair to take away, 55.
Hardnesse to dissolve, 189.
Heart to cbeir, 52,87,235.
Heads lightnesse in sicknesse, 72.
Head-ach to cure, 41,96,120,125,235.
Head breaking out in children, 148.
Hearts passion to take away, 98,287.
Heartburn to cure, 291.
Humours watery to purge, 102,184.
Humours hot to coole, 177.

Faundies
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The Table</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aundies black and yellow to cure, 16.73.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impostumes to cure, 42.89.112.152.184.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inflammations to prevent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joints to heate,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iron to keep from rust,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Itch to cure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juice of Liquorice to make,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kidnies ulceration to cure, 50.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kidnies swolne to take away, 56.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kidnies to coole and clenfe, 83.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kings evil to cure,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abour in women to quicken, 86.119.130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liver to strengthen and cool, 17.68.92.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>93.184.268.295.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loosenesse to help,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lungs to clenfe,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44.47.59.62.291.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Table.

M

Angie in a dog to cure, 120.
Melancholy to suppress, 4.23.52.164.
165.177.291.293.
Measles to cure, 29.107.236.
Meade to make, 284.
Memory to preserve, 291.
Megrum to cure, 119.
Milke in women to increase, 35.113.
Milke to dry up, 174.
Miscarriage in women to prevent, 46.121.
Mothers rising to prevent, 20.63.
Mouth to keep moist, 132.
Morphew to take away, 146.

N

Avens coming out to help, 109.
Nipple to skin when raw, 174.175.
Nipple to make when none, 175.
Noses redness to take away, 54.

O

Obstructions to open, 10.68.236.268.295.
Oil of Exeester to make, 75.156.
Oil of Mustard seed to make, and use, 77.
Oil
The Table.

Oil of Fennel to make, and use,  77.
Oil of Rue to make, and its use,  ibid.
Oil of Camomile to make, and use,  ibid.
Oil of St. Johns-wort to make, and use,  131.

Oil of Swallows to make,  182.
Ointment green to make,  97.117.158.
Oximel Compositum to make,  67.

P

Alsie to cure,  6.16.42.52.77.88.276.

Plaister Paracelsus to make, and virtues,  150.
Plaister called Leaden plaister to make, and use,  183.

Paines to asswage,  153.189.
Phlegme to void,  44.49.52.57.68.102.142.
Plague to prevent and cure,  2.9.12.17.24.
25.30.31.33.39 40.67.78.106.
107.125.142.277.281.
Piles to cure,  36.42.43.101.184.
Powder of the Lady Kents to make,  274.
Powder most excellent to make,  19.74.
Small-pox, excellent remedies,  2.12.29.107.

And to prevent pitting,  135.136.137.138.

And to prevent infection,
Pricking with a pin or thorne,  139.140.
The Table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pomatum to make</td>
<td>312</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purging drink most excellent</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purge of Dr. Mayherns</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purples to cure</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pushes to break and heal</td>
<td>184</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hewm to stay</td>
<td>47, 57, 58, 100, 291</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reines to purge</td>
<td>68, 88, 237, 276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rest to procure</td>
<td>233</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ricketts to cure</td>
<td>126, 127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rupture to cure</td>
<td>129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Running of the Reines to cure</td>
<td>184</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affron water to make</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scabs to dry up</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sciatica to cure</td>
<td>101, 156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salve called the chief of Salves, and its virtues</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scurvy to cure</td>
<td>149, 185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scalding to cure</td>
<td>60, 77, 78, 95, 104, 125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>149, 162</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shingles to cure</td>
<td>153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sinewes to strengthen</td>
<td>86, 88, 95, 152, 189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>276</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stinging of an Adder or Wasp</td>
<td>154</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Table.

Syrup of Turnips to make, and use, 19.
Syrup of Citron peels to make, 9.28.
Syrup of Pair mains to make, 23.
Syrup of Limons to make, 28.
Syrup of Hysop to make, 206.
Syrup of Gilly-flowers, 205.
Skin to bring, 189.
Silver letters without silver to make, 114.
Serpents bitings to cure, 131.
Sleep to procure, 60.101.
Snail water to make, and its virtues, 294.
Spitting of blood to remedy, 234.
Spraines to cure, 131.
Speech in sickness to move, 71.72.
Splinters and thornes to draw forth, 41.
Spirits to revive, 18.88.276.293.
Spleen distempers to rectifie, 16.41.66.68.
123.164.165.236.268.291.
Sounding fits to cure, 20.86.133.283.
Sounding fits after childbirth, 118.
Sores of all sorts to cure, 111.117.152.188.
Stopping of the Stomach, 5.49.63.168.161.
235.236.268.
Stomach cold to warme, 15.17.35.
Stomach hot to cool, 234.
Stomach weak to strengthen, 20.57.121.128.
179.283.286.295.
Stone in the Kidnies to cure, 7.8.99.
# The Table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stone in the Bladder</td>
<td>8, 21, 33, 45, 50, 52, 59, 84, 88, 94, 163, 166, 168, 170, 185, 191, 276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strangury to help</td>
<td>168, 191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strains to remedy</td>
<td>182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stiches to cure</td>
<td>65, 96, 112, 125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweating to prevent</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweating to provoke</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swallow to help</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swelling to swage</td>
<td>36, 42, 104, 108, 157, 184, 188, 189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surfeits to cure</td>
<td>107, 125, 292</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

The Table contains entries for various medical conditions and their corresponding pages in a book. The table lists conditions such as 'Stone in the Bladder', 'Strangury to help', and 'Swelling to swage', along with the page numbers where these conditions are discussed.
The Table.

U

V enome to drive from the heart, 2. 2.
Ulcers to fill with flesh, 189.
Vomiting to stay, 133.
Urine sharpe to cure, 162.
Urine to provoke, 68.99.
Uvula to draw up, 52.

W

Water to hold, 91.
Water very precious, 27.
Dr. Stephens his Water, 21.
Warts to take away, 145.
Wen to cure, 144.
Wind to expell, 30 35.77.86.122.125.160.
196.282.283.
Wormes to kill and avoid, 16.49.76.88.89.
116.123.176.276.
Wounds to heal, 38.41.90.95.103.112.
115.122.125.131.152.163.
179.181.188.189.
Wrench to cure, 36.42.

Y

Outh to preserve, 88.276.291.

FINIS
Reader, These Books following are Printed for Nath. Brook, and are to be sold at his Shop at the Angel in Cornhill.

1. Times Treasure, or Academy for the Gentility for their accomplishment in arguments of discourse, habit, fashion; summed up all in a Character of Honour: By R. Brath, Esq.


3. That excellent piece of Physiognomy and Chironomancy, Metoposcopy, the Symmetrical Proportions, and Signall Moles of the Body; the subject of Dreams: to which is added the Art of Memory: By R. Saunders, in Fol.

4. Theatrwm Chymicum Britannicum, containing several Poetical pieces of our famous English Philosophers, which have written the Hermetick Mysteries in their ancient language: By the truly noble Elias Ashmole, Esq.


6. An Astrological Discourse with Mathematicall Demonstrations, proving the influence of the Planets and fixed Stars upon Elementary bodies: By Sir Chr. Heydon, Knight.

7. Pons Lachrymarum, or a Fountain of Tears, with an Elegie upon Sir Charls Lucas, by J. Quaries.

8. Oedipus: or, a Resolver of Sectors in Nature, and resolution in amorous, natural Problems: By C. M.

Books sold by Nath. Brook

10. A Treatise of Contentation, fit for these sad and troublesome times: By J. Hall B. of No.

11. The cause and cure of Ignorance, Error, and prophaneness: or, a more hopeful way to Grace and Salvation: By R. Young. 8.

12. Comforts against the fear of Death, wherein are several evidences of the work of Grace: By J. Collins of Norw.


14. Anabaptists anatomized and silenced: or, a Reply to Mr. Tombs, by Mr. John Cragge, where all may receive satisfaction in that Controversie.

15. The Summe of Practical Divinity: or the grounds of Religion in a Cathechistical way: By Mr. Christopher Love, late Minister of the Gospel. A useful piece.

16. That compleat piece called, The exact Surveyor of Land, shewing how to plot all manner of Grounds, and to reduce and divide the same. Also Irish measure reduced to English statute-measure, useful for all that either sell or purchase: By J. E.

17. Milk for Children: or a plain and easy method, teaching to Read, and to Write, with brief Rules for School-masters to instruct their Scholars in, and Masters to instruct their Families in: By Dr. Thomas.

18. Culpepers last Legacies, left to his Wife for the publique good, being the choicest and most profitable Secrets, which while he lived was locked up in his breast, resolved never to be published till after his death; being experiments in Physick and Chyrurgery, compounding Medicines, &c.

19. Culpepers Semiotics, or his Astrological Judgment of Difcalms, much enlarged from the Decum- biture of the sick, which way to find out the cause, change
At the Angel in Cornhill.

change, and end of the diseaese, also whether the
fiek be likely to live or dye, with the signes of life
and death by the body of the sick partie, according
to the judgement of Hippocrates, with a Treatise
of Urines : By N. Cu'peper.

20. The Queens Ci set opened; Incomparable
Secrets in Physick, Chirurgery, preserving, candly-
ing and cooking, as they were presented to the
Queen, transcribed from the true Copies of her Ma-
jecties own Receipt-Books: By W. M. one of her
late servants.

21. Paracelsus Occult Philosophy, of the my-
steries of Nature, and his secret of Alchimy.

22. Illustrious Shepherdes, the imperious Bro-
 ther; translated out of Spanish A famed Romance.

23. Short hand Writing made most plain, and
easiest that ever was, newly published by J. Rich,
in short-writing.

24. Heaven and Earth shaken: a Treatise shew-
ing how Kings and Princes, and their Govern-
ments, are turned and changed; by J. Davis Min-
ister in D. ver.

25. The Tears of the Indies, being an Historica-
ll relation of the cruelties of the Spaniards in the
Islands of Hispaniola, Cuba, Jamaica, &c. in the West-
Indies: By Casius Bishop in Spain, an eye witness.

26. Complet Midswives practice in the high &
weighty concernsments of the Birth of Mankinde;
or perfet Rules derived from the Experiences and
Writings, not onely of our English, but the most
accomplished & absolute Practice of many French,
Spanish, Italians; and other Nations, fittted for the
weakest capacities, in a short time to attain the
knowledge of the whole Art, by T. C, and others.

27. I. Tradescian's Rarities published by himself.

28. The Art of Simpling, an introduction to
the knowledge and gathering of Plants, wherein
are the Definitions, Divisions, Places, Descriptions,

Differences, Names, Vertues, times of flourishing and gathering, Ulce, Temperatures, Signatures of Plants. To which is added, a Discovery the Defer World; By W. Coles.

29. Wilsford Arithmatick, made plain to the castfellt capacity, in two books, viz. Naturall and Decimal, being most usefull for all Gentlemen, Merchants, Shopkeepers, and all others; by Tho. Wilsford, Gent.

30. Adam in Eden, the Paradise of Plants, a Description of all our English Plants, wilde or otherwise, with their signatures applied to the parts of the Body of Man, with their Physical uses, that a man may be his own Physitian, the Ingredients being to be had in every field and Garden, made publick by W. Coles, M. D. for the benefit of all English men.

31. The Perfect Cook. A right method of the Art of Cookery, offering the whole practice to all more refined, as it has never before extant.

32. Medicinaque, Artesque Physica, the method of curing diseases Sympathy and Antipathy, a work fit to be known by all; by S. Bolton.

These Books will be speedily published.

33. Castellus Lexicon medicum, being a Dictionary explaining all the terms, both in Physick, and Chyrurgery, Translated by J. D.

34. Timothius medecum, or a pocket companion for the lons of the Prophers, wherein are Treated of matters appertaining to Ministers, and such as intend for the Ministry; by I. Crave.

35. The Treasury of the soul.

36. Franhepiarius, His scholial Arts Medicina, made Engli.

37. A Dispensatory, or the making of all the Compounds used by Apothecaries; by the Famous Francelius Physitian to K. of France; being the Epitome of all dispensatories.

38. A Dictionary of all Hard English words used, longing to any Language; by J. T.

FINIS
The queen's closet opened.
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